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I. INTRODUCTION 

The State Environmental Policy Act of 1971 ... serves 
legitimate functions, none of which is intended for use by a 
governmental agency to block the construction of projects, 
merely because they are unpopular. 

Parkridge v. Seattle, 89 Wn.2d 454, 466,573 P. 2d 359 
(1978). 

A. Overview. 

This is a land use case in which Petitioners have challenged an administrative 

decision by a Jefferson County planner to require an Environmental Impact Statement 

("EIS") for a project that the Jefferson County Department of Community Development 

("DCD") has been unlawfully opposing since 2007. DCD's opposition to this project has 

resulted in two previous judgments in favor of Petitioners.' 

Petitioner Iron Mountain Quarry ("IMQ") is the applicant for a storm water 

management permit, the only permit required under Jefferson County Code to allow IMQ 

to commence hard rock mining operations on a leased site adjacent to an existing hard 

rock mining operation on the north side of SR 104 about four miles west of the Hood 

Canal Bridge (the "New Shine Quarry"). Petitioner Pope Resources is the landowner of 

the IMQ lease area. The New Shine Quarry is zoned "Commercial Forest" which allows 

mining as an outright permitted use. Jefferson County Code ("JCC") 18.15.040, Table 

3-1 (attached at App. C). 

Petitioners contend that the DCD planner's decision to require an EIS for the IMQ 

storm water permit was arbitrary and capricious and was a flagrant violation of the 

County's basic duties in this situation: (l) to act fairly and reasonably; (2) to consider 

I Jefferson County Cause Nos. 08-2-00142-2 and 08-2-00350-6 (Record Doc. Nos. 04071-04075; 
04120-04128). 
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1 relevant project information submitted by the permit applicant; (3) to apply legal 

2 requirements without favoritism; (4) to avoid speculation regarding project impacts; and 

3 (5) to protect the public interest.' 

4 Petitioners acknowledge that this constitutional challenge is an extraordinary 

5 remedy available only in rare cases in which a public official has acted in a manner that is 

6 arbitrary and capricious. This is such a case. The record shows that the administrative 

7 decision to require an EIS for this storm water permit violated the County's basic 

8 obligations under the State Environmental Policy Act ("SEP A") to consider the technical 

9 reports submitted in support of the application and to render a fair decision. The record 

10 shows that the County's decision was made in complete disregard of the applicant's 

11 documentation of potential environmental impacts related to the IMQ project. Moreover, 

12 the record contains no evidence that the County made any evaluation of potential 

13 environmental impacts related to the IMQ project. The record also shows that: (1) DCD 

14 had predetermined, long before IMQ had submitted any permit application for this project, 

15 that an EIS would be required; and (2) the planner and other DCD staff believed 

16 (incorrectly) that DCD's decision to require an EIS could not be challenged by IMQ until 

17 after the EIS was completed. The record not only provides clear evidence of DCD's 

18 unlawful and hostile predisposition toward the IMQ quarry proposal, it shows that DCD 

19 failed to comply with even the most basic procedural and substantive requirements of 

20 SEPA. The decision to force IMQ to complete an EIS as a condition for approval of 

21 IMQ' s storm water permit was arbitrary and capricious. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

2 By agreement of the parties, this brief and the related hearing addresses the 
constitutional writ proceeding only. At tbe time of filing this brief, the parties had agreed 
to file a stipUlation deferring the Court's consideration of damages to a later date. 
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1 B. IMQ's Storm Water Permit Application. 

2 On February 25, 2010, IMQ applied to the County for a storm water management 

3 permit for its proposed hard rock mining at the New Shine Quarry (MLA No.1 0-00072). 

4 Doc. Nos. 1-568. IMQ included with its permit application an expanded SEPA checklist 

5 consisting of comprehensive technical reports evaluating potential environmental impacts 

6 associated with the proposed mining operation. Id. On March 22, 20 I 0, without any 

7 notice to IMQ or the general public, DCD issued a "Notice of Determination of 

8 Significance and Request for Comments on Scope ofEIS" (the "Determination of 

9 Significance" or "OS") requiring IMQ to prepare an EIS prior to the County's decision on 

10 IMQ's storm water permit. Doc. Nos. 00569-00570. 

II The record contains no evidence that the County conducted any review of the IMQ 

12 proposal to meet the procedural requirements of SEP A or gave any serious consideration 

13 to the extensive environmental reports submitted by IMQ showing that any potential 

14 environmental impacts of the New Shine Quarry would be adequately mitigated and 

15 would not require an EIS. The record shows that neither Ms. Stacie Hoskins, the SEPA 

16 "responsible official," nor any other DCD staff undertook any consultation with local, 

17 state or federal agencies pertaining to the IMQ storm water permit application. DCD even 

18 failed to consult with its own public works department and wetlands expert regarding the 

19 IMQ proposal, a consultation that certainly would have occurred if the County had made 

20 any effort to perform a legitimate SEPA review ofIMQ's storm water permit application. 

21 Nor did DCD staff communicate with IMQ about any potential environmental impacts 

22 related to the proposed mining operation. The record contains no evidence of any 

23 adequate staff analysis of the New Shine Quarry by DCD or any other County department. 

24 The record shows that Ms. Hoskins devoted a mere 2.25 hours to her review of 

25 over 4,400 pages of documents, which she has certified is the record that she "used" in 
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I making the SEPA determination to require IMQ to undertake an EIS. Doc. Nos. 04936-

2 04937; 04406 (attached at App. B). This record includes nearly 568 pages of application 

3 materials and technical reports provided by IMQ in support of its storm water permit, but 

4 there is no evidence in the record that Ms. Hoskins or any other DCD representative 

5 considered any of the findings and conclusions or proposed mitigation in these technical 

6 reports prior to issuing the DS. Without any supporting evidence in the record, the 

7 County nevertheless concluded that the IMQ proposal posed significant environmental 

8 risks that justified requiring preparation of a costly, time-consuming, and unnecessary 

9 EIS. 

10 The County's decision to require an EIS for the New Shine Quarry stands in stark 

II contrast to the County's decision in 2004 to approve an expansion of the adjacent Shine 

12 (Mason) Quarry' to 40 acres and to approve a storm water management permit for that 

13 project in 28 days with no environmental review - not even a SEP A checklist. Record 

14 Document Number ("Doc. No.") 02145-02148. There is no legitimate reason for this 

15 disparity. The record clearly shows that in one case, no environmental review was 

16 required for approval of a 40-acre mining operation, while in another case - an adjacent 

17 site with a comparable and likely smaller scale of mining operations - a full-blown EIS 

18 was required. This is evidence of arbitrary and capricious conduct. 

19 C. Previous DCD Opposition to the New Shine Quarry. 

20 IMQ's mining proposal has been the subject of two prior Land Use Petition Act, 

21 Ch. 36.70C RCW et seq, ("LUPA") appeals resulting from the DCD's attempt to prevent 

22 IMQ's mining operation. The Jefferson County Superior Court's decisions in these prior 

23 appeals established IMQ's mining rights over DCD's persistent and unlawful objections. 

24 

25 
3 The Shine (Mason) Quarry consists ofapproxirnately 40-acres located directly west of the New 
Shine Quarry site. See Doc. Nos. 00008 and 00016. 
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1 Consistent with its track record of opposition over the past three years, DCD's decision to 

2 require an £IS prior to approving IMQ's storm water permit is simply the next step in 

3 DCD's course of conduct to delay and block the IMQ proposal. This opposition was 

4 revealed by the DCD Director's public pronouncement (nearly a year before IMQ had 

5 even submitted its storm water management permit application) that an EIS for the quarry 

6 would be "highly probable." Doc. No. 04424-04425. 

7 D. The Record. 

8 In response to IMQ's challenge to the £IS requirement, DCD has offered a 

9 "record" of over 4,400 documents, which it contends is the record "used" by Ms. Hoskins 

10 during her 2.25 hour review of the storm water application. Doc. No. 04406. This 

11 inflated record carmot, however, mask DCD's arbitrary and capricious decision. The 

12 relevant record reveals that DCD did not devote any reasonable amount of time or 

l3 resources to the review ofIMQ's permit application or environmental reports and 

14 confirms that DCD could not have adequately considered the documents that the County 

15 implies were "used" during DCD's review of this project. A careful examination of the 

16 documents offered by the County, only some of which may be relevant to the 

17 environmental issues raised in the DS for IMQ's proposal, reveals that they do not support 

18 the DS, but actually support a finding of no significant risk of environmental impacts 

19 associated with the New Shine Quarry. 

20 It is apparent from the record that the County undertook no reasonable 

21 examination of the information submitted by IMQ. Rather, without regard for any of the 

22 specific details of the IMQ proposal, the environmental reports, or the proposed mitigation 

23 information provided by IMQ, DCD assembled a voluminous record consisting of general 

24 comprehensive pi arming documents and documents from other umelated projects in 

25 Jefferson and Kitsap Counties. To the extent DCD claims it reviewed these documents at 
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1 all, the record fails to show any serious consideration of their content or application of any 

2 of the environmental analysis of these unrelated projects to the IMQ proposal. 

3 The record simply contains no facts supporting DCD's conclusion of the adverse 

4 environmental impacts alleged in the DS are likely to result from the IMQ proposal. The 

5 County has offered no evidence in support of its conclusion that there would be significant 

6 environmental impacts requiring preparation of an EIS for the New Shine Quarry storm 

7 water management permit. Based upon the evidence in the record, there is room for only 

8 one opinion - that potential environmental impacts have been adequately evaluated and 

9 addressed and an EIS is not required in this case. The County's conclusion to the contrary 

lOis not supported by any evidence in the record and is arbitrary and capricious. 

11 This Court has authority to correct the County's arbitrary, capricious, and unlawful 

12 decision to require an EIS for IMQ's storm water permit. Petitioners request that this 

13 Court issue an order requiring Jefferson County and DCD's Planning Manager, Stacie 

14 Hoskins, to withdraw the notice requiring an EIS and to issue a Determination of Non-

15 Significance ("DNS") for IMQ's storm water management permit.' 

16 

17 

18 

A. 

II. FACTS 

DCD's Actions Regarding the Existing Shine (Mason) Quarry and 
IMQ's New Shine Quarry Proposal Reveal Arbitrary and Capricious 
Conduct. 

19 IMQ has proposed a mining operation at the New Shine Quarry, on a portion of its 

20 142 acre lease area within a 182-acre tract of commercial forest land owned by Pope 

21 

22 4 Petitioners recognize that asking this Court to override the County's SEPA determination is an 
extraordinary request, but such judicial relief is supported by the evidence in the record and is 

23 required to protect Petitioners from DCD's ongoing unwarranted opposition to the New Shine 
Quarry and DCD's continuing actions favoring and supporting the operation of the existing mine 

24 adjacent to the IMQ site. Simply reversing and remanding this SEPA determination to DCD 
would be unfair and highly prejudicial to IMQ because it would allow the County to continue its 

25 course of unjustified and unlawful opposition to the IMQ project. 
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1 Resources ("Pope Parcel"). See Doc. No. 00008. The Pope Parcel is comprised of the 

2 existing 40-acre Shine (Mason) Quarry and the 142-acre lease area for the New Shine 

3 Quarry. Id. The New Shine Quarry mining operations will be located on a private road 

4 north ofSR 104 approximately 4 miles west of the Hood Canal Bridge ("IMQ Site"), 

5 adjacent to and southeast of the existing Shine (Mason) Quarry operation. 

6 On June 23, 2004, Jefferson County approved a proposed expansion of mineral 

7 operations at the Shine (Mason) Quarry site from 20 to 40 acres. The County did not 

8 undertake any SEPA review to evaluate potential impacts of the Shine (Mason) Quarry 

9 expansion. No SEP A checklist was required by the County and no SEP A determination 

10 was issued. The County approved a storm water permit for the Shine (Mason) Quarry site 

11 without any SEP A review 28 days after the storm water permit application was filed. 

12 Doc. No. 02145-02148; 02181.' In contrast, DCD has been opposing IMQ's comparable 

13 mining proposal for over three years. DCD has admitted that its approval of the Shine 

14 (Mason) Quarry expansion in 2004 was based on nonconforming use rights, even though 

15 DCD later refused to recognize the same nonconforming use rights with respect to IMQ's 

16 mining proposal. Doc. Nos. 04980; 04162-04167.6 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

5 Three years later, on April 12,2007, the Washington State Department of Natural Resources 
("DNR") issued a Determination of Non-Significance for the Shine Quarry expansion. DOC. No. 
02133-02134. However, DNR's SEPA determination was for an entirely separate permit - a DNR 
Surface Mining Reclamation Permit No. 70-012619. Shine Quarry's storm water management 
permit application in 2004 was a local permit approval requiring SEPA review. However, no 
SEPA review was conducted and no SEPA determination was issued by the County for the Shine 
Quarry expansion in 2004. The County's failure to apply any SEPA requirements to the Shine 
Quarry project in 2004 and the County's attempt to require an EIS for a storm water permit for 
IMQ's comparable or smaller mining operation is clear evidence of DC D's arbitrary and 
capricious conduct. 

6 Stacie Hoskins issued the Code Interpretation, which held that that the diminishing assets 
doctrine, as set forth in City oj University Place v. McGuire, 144 Wn.2d 640, 30 P. 3d 453 (2001) 
did not apply to mining on the Pope Parcel. Doc No. 04167. 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

B. DCD Has Undertaken a Campaign of Opposition to Prevent IMQ 
From Operating the New Shine Quarry. 

In May of 2007, IMQ representatives first met with DCD representatives to 

discuss IMQ's proposal for mining operations on the IMQ Site. Doc. Nos. 04951-04952. 

DCD representatives stated that County code requirements would require a 

comprehensive plan amendment and mineral resource land ("MRL") designation for any 

mining over 10 acres without a MRL designation. DCD refused to process IMQ's 

application for proposed mining without a comprehensive plan amendment and MRL 

designation. Doc. Nos. 04961; 04985-04988. No such MRL requirement had been 

imposed on the Shine (Mason) Quarry expansion in 2004. 

Numerous communications between legal counsel for DCD and IMQ took place 

over the following months. In August of 2007, IMQ met again with DCD representatives 

for a "pre-application conference" at which time DCD representatives again declined to 

recognize IMQ's nonconforming mineral use rights. Doc. Nos. 04957; 04959-04963; 

04970-04975. 

On November 30, 2007, IMQ filed a formal code interpretation request with DCD 

pursuant to JCC 18.40.360 to confirm IMQ's nonconforming mineral use rights. See Doc. 

Nos. 04162-04167. 

On January 5, 2008, DCD denied IMQ's code interpretation request and refused to 

recognize IMQ's nonconforming mineral resource use rights. ld. IMQ appealed DCD's 

code interpretation to the Jefferson County Hearing Examiner ("Hearing Examiner"). See 

Doc. Nos. 04148-04160. 

On April 9, 2008, following a public hearing; the Hearing Examiner issued a 

decision rejecting DCD's position and confirming IMQ's nonconforming use rights for 

mining at the New Shine Quarry. ld. On April 29, 2008, a number of Port Ludlow 
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1 residents who had agreed with DCD's opposition to the New Shine Quarry filed an appeal 

2 of the Hearing Examiner decision in Jefferson County Superior Court pursuant to the 

3 Land Use Petition Act ("LUPA), Ch. 36.70C et seq. Doc Nos. 04132-04146. On 

4 November 17, 2008, Judge Craddock D. Verser of the Jefferson County Superior Court 

5 denied this LUPA appeal and confirmed IMQ's nonconforming use rights for mining at 

6 the New Shine Quarry (Cause No. 08-2-00142-2). Doc. Nos. 04120-04125. 

7 Undeterred by Judge Verser's ruling, which confirmed IMQ's mining rights, DCD 

8 promptly attempted to require IMQ to obtain a conditional use permit to exercise these 

9 rights at the New Shine Quarry. Despite the fact that IMQ had not yet submitted a permit 

10 application or any specific project information to the County, DCD alleged the existence 

11 of "off-site impacts (noise, vibration, dust, traffic)" and informed IMQ that DCD had 

12 "good reason to believe that the IMQ mining activities as proposed will create such 

13 impacts to the Port Ludlow community and therefore will require a Conditional Use 

14 Permit" pursuant to JCC 18.20.240(2(g)(i). See Doc. No. 04096. No evidence supported 

15 DCD's assumptions regarding such alleged off-site project impacts. Plauning staff simply 

16 speculated that significant impacts would result from IMQ's proposed mineral use activ 

17 inflated ites. There was no evidence that the Shine (Mason) Quarry mining operations, 

18 which are similar in size and scope to those proposed for the New Shine Quarry, had 

19 caused any such impacts. 

20 On May 14,2008, IMQ filed a code interpretation challenging DCD's attempt to 

21 require a conditional use permit. See Doc. No. 04115-04119. One month later, DCD 

22 denied IMQ's request and issued a code interpretation requiring IMQ to obtain a 

23 conditional use permit and blocking IMQ's court-confirmed rights to use the New Shine 

24 Quarry for mining. Id. IMQ appealed the Director's code interpretation to the Hearing 

25 Examiner. See Doc. Nos. 04426-04431; 04102-04113. 
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1 On September 24, 2008, following a public hearing, the Hearing Examiner denied 

2 IMQ's appeal and upheld DCD's position requiring a conditional use permit. IMQ 

3 appealed the Hearing Examiner's decision to the Jefferson County Superior Court (Cause 

4 No. 08-2-00350-6). Doc. Nos. 04076-04098. On April 15,2009, the Court ruled in favor 

5 ofIMQ, rejected DCD's position and confirmed IMQ's right to use the New Shine Quarry 

6 for mining. Doc No. 04071-04075. 

7 In response to Judge Verser's previous rulings rejecting DCD's unlawful 

8 opposition to IMQ's mining proposal and upholding Petitioners' rights to use the New 

9 Shine Quarry for mining, the County refused to allow Judge Verser to hear this 

10 constitutional writ challenge, alleging that he was "prejudiced" against Jefferson County.' 

11 On May 2, 2008, following two lawsuits upholding IMQ's mining rights at the 

12 New Shine Quarry, Al Scalf, the Director of DCD, issued a public statement that alleged 

13 environmental impacts would make an EIS for the IMQ's proposed mining "highly 

14 probable." Doc. Nos. 04424-04425. These comments were made without any supporting 

15 evidence regarding environmental impacts and were made prior to the submission of any 

16 permit application or other project specific information by IMQ that would enable the 

17 County to make a fair evaluation of any project-related environmental impacts related to 

18 IMQ's proposed mining operation. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

c. IMQ's Mining Proposal Does Not Pose a Risk of Significant Adverse 
Environmental Impacts. 

During the summer of2009, after prevailing in two lawsuits to protect its rights to 

use the IMQ site for mining, IMQ began the process to prepare an application for a storm 

water management permit, a low-level administrative permit process under JCC 18.30.040 

and .070 (attached at App. C), which the County has determined does not even require 

, Respondents filed a Motion of Affidavit and Prejudice against Judge Verser on April 22, 
2010, which is a matter of record in this case. 
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1 public notice or a public hearing. IMQ's rights to mine at the New Shine Quarry had been 

2 clearly established. The only permit required prior to mining was an administrative 

3 approval ofa storm water management permit for operation of the New Shine Quarry. 

4 Nonetheless, aware of DC D's on-going opposition to this project, IMQ prepared and 

5 submitted extensive documentation regarding potential environmental impacts to ensure 

6 that DCD would have no basis to deny or delay the permit application based on potential 

7 environmental impacts. 

8 On July 30, 2009, representatives ofIMQ met with Jefferson County staff in a 

9 formal Pre-Application Conference. IMQ shared with County staff the preliminary results 

10 of environmental studies that had been prepared by IMQ and its consultants. IMQ also 

11 discussed what information the County needed to complete its review of the permit 

12 application and potential environmental impacts. 

13 Based upon information provided by County staff at the pre-hearing conference, 

14 and based on IMQ's commitment to avoiding any problems or delays during the SEPA 

15 review process, IMQ proceeded to commission a series of environmental studies to 

16 address all potential SEP A issues that could arise during DCD' s review of the storm water 

17 management permit application. At significant expense, IMQ undertook comprehensive 

18 engineering and scientific studies conducted by qualified experts in order to ensure that all 

19 potential significant environmental impacts related to the IMQ mining proposal were 

20 identified and addressed. 8 See generally Doc. Nos. 1-568. 

21 

22 

23 8 The County does not dispute the qualifications of those experts who provided the technical 
studies pertaining to potential environmental impacts of the IMQ proposal. Nor is there any 

24 evidence in the record that the County disagrees with any of the findings and conclusions in these 
studies. The record fails to show that the County had any basis for concluding that environmental 

25 impacts had not been adequately addressed by IMQ or that an EIS would be required. 
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1 On February 25, 2010, IMQ submitted to Jefferson County a completed storm 

2 water management permit application for the New Shine Quarry ("Application"). Doc. 

3 Nos. 00001-00087. In conjunction with the Application, IMQ submitted an expanded 

4 SEPA Environmental Checklist ("Checklist"). Doc. Nos. 00088-000568. The following 

5 studies, comprising over of 568 pages of expert study, analysis and evaluation, were 

6 submitted to DCD with the Application and Checklist: 

7 (1) New Shine Quarry Storm Water Management Permit 
Application, February 25, 2010 (Doc. Nos. 00001-00032 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(2) Shine Quarry Phase lA Drainage Control Report, Layton 
and Sell Inc. P.S., February 2010 (Doc. Nos. 00033-00087); 

(3) New Shine Quarry Wetland Delineation and Inventory, 
Environ, July 2009 (Doc. Nos. 00115-00138); 

(4) Hydrology Report (Groundwater Technical Memo), 
Environ, June, 2009 (Doc. Nos. 00139-00172); 

(5) Critical Aquifer Recharge Area Report for the New Shine 
Quarry, Environ, February, 2010 (Doc. Nos. 00152-
00172); 

(6) Wetland Mitigation Sequencing Analysis, Brent Carson, 
February, 2010 (Doc. Nos. 00250-00256); 

(7) Conceptual Wetland Mitigation Plan and Indirect impacts 
Analysis, Environ, February, 2010 (Doc. Nos. 00257-
00268); 

(8) New Shine Quarry Wetland Delineation and Inventory, 
with Complete Supporting Data, Environ, July 2009 (Doc. 
Nos. 00269-00568); 

(9) Geologic and Geohazard Assessment, AMEC, February, 
2008 (Doc. Nos. 00101-00114); 

(10) Existing Habitats, Plants and Animals at the Proposed 
new Shine Quarry Site in Jefferson County, Washington, 
Environ, January, 2010 (Doc. Nos. 00173-00180); 

(11) Community Noise Assessmentfor the Proposed Iron 
Mountain Quarry, Shine, Washington, AMEC, December 
2009 (Doc. Nos. 00181-00222); 
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1 (12) Visual impact of Proposed New Shine Quarry, Centre 
Point Consultants, Inc. December, 2009(Doc. Nos. 00223-

2 00235); and, 

3 (13) Iron Mountain Quarry Traffic Impact Analysis, 
Transportation Solutions, Inc. December 2009 (Doc. Nos. 

4 00236-00248). 

5 In full compliance with SEPA regulations, including WAC §§ 197-11-315 

6 (attached at App. C), 197-11-444, and 197-11-960, IMQ's Application and Checklist 

7 specifically addressed each applicable element of the environment and established that 

8 there are no probable significant environmental impacts from IMQ's proposal related to 

9 either the natural or built environments. There is no evidence in the record contradicting 

10 these conclusions. For the Court's convenience, a summary of the environmental studies 

11 submitted by IMQ is provided in Appendix A. These studies show that there was no 

12 failure on the part of IMQ to address potential environmental impacts and there was no 

13 basis for DCD to require an EIS. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

D. 

1. 

Jefferson County's SEPA Review and Threshold Determination 
Processes Were Wholly Inadequate. 

DCD failed to devote a reasonable amount of time and resources necessary 
to determine the existence of probable environmental impacts related to the 
IMQ proposal. 

On March 22, 20 I 0, less than four weeks after IMQ submitted the Application, 

Checklist, and the environmental studies, DCD issued a determination that the New Shine 

Quarry was likely to have a significant impact on the environment. Doc Nos. 00569-

00570. DCD concluded that an EIS would be required under RCW 43.21C.030(2)(c). 

The two page DS, stated in relevant part: 

The Lead Agency has indentified [sic] the following areas 
for discussion in the EIS: 
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Earth (ridgeline soils), air quality (dust), surface water 
(streams wetlands), groundwater, plants, animals, traffic, 
flyrock, noise, vibration, land use and aesthetics 

Doc. No. 00570. 

Jefferson County undertook no independent investigation or analysis in reaching 

this decision to require an EIS. Neither Ms. Hoskins nor her staff prepared any written 

analysis of the IMQ proposal or the technical studies submitted by IMQ. DCD made no 

attempt to harmonize its decision approving the storm water management permit for the 

Shine (Mason) Quarry expansion in 2004 (for which the County required no 

environmental analysis) with its decision to require an EIS for the comparable or smaller 

IMQ proposal. DCD failed to request additional information from IMQ, its agents, or 

consultants. It did not undertake any study of the issues raised in the DS or IMQ 

application materials. It did not consult with local, state, or federal agencies in response 

to the environmental analysis performed by IMQ. It did not consider IMQ's proposed 

mitigation to address potential environmental impacts. It did not request public comment 

prior to issuing the DS. Rather, Ms. Hoskins acted after devoting a meager 2.25 hours to 

review of the IMQ Application and Checklist and the balance of the 4,400 pages of 

documents that she claims to have "used" in issuing the DS. Doc. Nos. 04936-04937 

(attached at App. B). 

IMQ submitted its 568-page Application, Checklist and technical studies on 

February 25,2010. Doc. No. 00003. Minutes from a meeting on March 2,2010, stated: 

"Stacie [Hoskins 1 will review the application materials and technical reports and report 

next week." Doc. No. 004458. The record shows that Ms. Hoskins reviewed these 

materials for 2.25 hours on March 8, 2010. Doc. No. 004937 (attached at App. B). This 

cursory review, which could have accomplished little more than quickly skimming the 
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1 IMQ application material, resulted in one-half page of cryptic handwritten notes. Doc. No. 

2 00595 (attached at App. B). One week later, on March 15,2010, Ms. Hoskins met with 

3 Al Scalf,' the DCD Director, and David Wayne Johnson, a DCD staff planner, to discuss 

4 the "process" applicable to IMQ's application. Doc. Nos. 004461; 00571-00572, 00580 

5 (attached at App. B). This meeting lasted approximately 1.5 hours and resulted in two 

6 additional pages of handwritten notes produced by Ms. Hoskins. Doc. Nos. 00571-00572 

7 (attached at App. B). Included in the right hand margin of these notes is a list ofumelated 

8 projects, which apparently were the subject of previous SEPA determinations. Id. David 

9 Wayne Johnson also produced a half page of obscure notes at this meeting. Doc. No. 

10 00580 (attached at App. B). These notes are the only evidence of any staff analysis in the 

11 record. On March 18, 2010, Ms. Hoskins devoted an additional hour to SEP A issues 

12 associated with the IMQ proposal, apparently related to review and editing of the DS. 

13 Doc. No. 004937 (attached at App. B). 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

2. The true record of environmental review is revealed by the County's 
response to IMO's post-DS public records request. 

On March 23, 2010, the day after the DS was issued, IMQ submitted a public 

records request to Jefferson County requesting: 

"all public records ... relating in any way to the SEPA Responsible Official's 
March 22, 2010 Determination of Significance for Iron Mountain Quarry's 
Stormwater Management Permit application for the New Shine Quarry other than 
the documents submitted to the County on February 25, 2010 by Iron Mountain 
Quarry." 

Doc. No. 04456. 

9 Despite his position as the DCD Director, there is no evidence that Mr. Scalf ever directed the 
DCD staff to perform an adequate SEPA review in this case. 
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The County's response to this public records request identified approximately 474 

pages of documents in addition to IMQ's Application and Checklist. The "Final 

Environmental Impact Statement (Preliminary)" for the Mats Mats Quarry Operation 

("Mats Mats Quarry FEIS"), dated April 2003, consumed 448 of those pages. Excluding 

this voluminous document for an unrelated project, the County's response to the public 

record request consisted of only 26 pages of documents, including: 

(I) Three pages of meeting notes from March 2, 2010, only five lines of which are 
devoted to "NSQ SEP A noticing" (Doc. Nos. 04458-04460); 

(2) a one page notice of meeting pertaining to the New Shine Quarry (Doc. No. 
04461); 

(3) three pages of Stacie Hoskins's handwritten notes (Doc. Nos. 04462-04463); 
04934)(attached at App. B); 

(4) one half page of David Wayne Johnson's handwritten notes (Doc. No. 
04471)(attached at App. B); 

(5) six documents, including a one page Determination of Significance and 
Request for Comments on Scope of EIS pertaining to the Ueland Tree Farm in 
Kitsap County (Doc. Nos. 04462-04463); 

(6) a two-page draft Notice of Determination of Significance and Request for 
Comments on Scope ofEIS pertaining to the New Shine Quarry (Doc. Nos. 
04472-04473); 

(7) a three-page draft Notice of Determination of Significance and Request for 
Comments on Scope of EIS pertaining to the Mats Mats Quarry and related 
news release (Doc. Nos. 04474-04476); 

(8) a one-page e-mail and attachment from Tony Simpson, a Port Ludlow resident, 
to David Wayne Johnson pertaining to the "County's review process" and 
transportation of quarry product through Port Ludlow (Doc. Nos. 04477-
04478); 

(9) a two-page fact sheet, titled "Environmental Impacts of Hardrock Mining in 
Eastern Washington." (Doc. Nos. 04479-04480); and, 
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(10) a three-page document labeled "Mats Mats Quarry EIS Scope," which is 
missing every other numbered page. 

The documents related to the Mats Mats Quarry, the Ueland Tree Farm, and 

hardrock mining in Eastern Washington, contain no reference to the New Shine Quarry 

and are irrelevant to determination of environmental impacts for IMQ's project. 

On May 20, 20 I 0, Respondents filed with this Court the County's proposed 

"administrative record" of documents purportedly related to the DS issued for the New 

Shine Quarry. This record consisted of 4,407 pages of documents, nearly ten times larger 

than the record produced in response to IMQ's March 23,2010 public records request. 

Ms. Hoskins certified to this Court that she "used" this 4,407 page record in issuing the 

New Shine Quarry Determination of Significance. Doc. No. 04406. 

Notwithstanding the County's attempt to submit a record inflated with documents 

clearly umelated to the IMQ proposal,1O the most striking aspect of the County's proposed 

record, is not the bulk of its contents, but rather the complete lack of any evidence that the 

County actually reviewed IMQ's Application, Checklist, and technical studies. The 

record contains no evidence that the County reviewed, considered or analyzed IMQ's 

extensive documentation in support of its storm water management permit application. 

The County's "record" of the DS decision contains no staff report, no evidence of 

coordination with agencies within or outside the County, no evidence of interdepartmental 

10 Among other things, Jefferson County has included the following in the record: (I) the entire 
614 page Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan (Doc. Nos. 596-1220); (2) the 610 page Final 
Environmental Impact Statement pertaining to the County's adoption of the Comprehensive Plan 
(Doc. Nos. 01211-01601); (3) an additional 527 pages of materials related to adoption of the 
Comprehensive Plan and amendments thereto (Doc. Nos. 01602-02129); and, (4) 1,552 pages 
(many of which are blank) comprising the DEIS and FEIS pertaining to expansion of the Mats 
Mats Quarry operation located two miles north of Port Ludlow in Jefferson County and unrelated 
to the New Shine Quarry. 
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1 County review, no evidence of any communications with IMQ, and no evidence that the 

2 County considered any mitigation proposed by IMQ prior to issuing the DS. 

3 The absence of any analytical review stands in stark contrast to other comparable 

4 land use proposals the County has reviewed. For example, on October 8, 2008, a DCD 

5 associate planner prepared a 12 page memorandum for review by Ms. Hoskins as part of a 

6 threshold determination regarding a proposal by Fred Hill Materials to add 30 acres of 

7 additional mineral extraction (pit area) to an existing gravel extraction operation - an 

8 expansion comparable in size to the maximum size ofIMQ's proposed mining operations 

9 area. Doc Nos. 02068-02079. DCD's memo on the Fred Hill expansion described the 

10 project and summarized the potential environmental impacts on earth, air, water (surface 

11 water, groundwater, and storm water), plants and animals, energy and natural resources, 

12 land use, and other issues. Jd. DCD failed to engage in any such basic analysis regarding 

13 IMQ' s proposal. 

14 The record is completely devoid of any evidence that the issues cited by the 

15 County for EIS review pose any risk of probable significant impacts on the environment 

16 attributable to the IMQ proposal. The absence of any such documentation to support the 

17 County's DS is compelling evidence that DCD had predetermined the result ofthis SEPA 

18 review and had decided to forgo a fair, thorough and objective review ofIMQ's proposal. 

19 Under these circumstances, the County's DS is inexcusable, but it is not inexplicable. As 

20 Mr. Scalf made clear a year before the DS was issued, DCD had determined that an EIS 

21 would be required well before IMQ had even submitted a project application to the 

22 County. No. 04424-04425. Moreover, the record shows that DCD staff believed that IMQ 

23 would not be able to seek judicial review of DC D's decision until after IMQ completed 

24 the EIS. Doc. No. 04942 (attached at App. B). The County's callous disregard for its 

25 
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1 obligation to treat IMQ fairly and in accordance with the law warrants reversal by this 

2 Court of the County's arbitrary and capricious act. 

3 

4 A. 

III. AUTHORITY & ARGUMENT 

Standard of Review. 

5 In exercising its "inherent supervisory capacity" in this constitutional writ case, 

6 this Court must review the actions of Jefferson County to determine if the DS may be said 

7 to be arbitrary, capricious or contrary to law. Saldin Securities v. Snohomish County, 134 

8 Wn.2d 288, 292-294, 949 P.2d 370 (1998). 

9 When an agency makes a determination applying the facts to the law, such as the 

10 County's determination that approval ofIMQ's storm water permit is likely to result in 

11 probable significant adverse environmental impacts under RCW 43.21C.030(2)(c) and 

12 WAC 197-11-330(l)(b), it presents at least a mixed question of law and fact, and at most, 

13 a pure question oflaw. Short v. Clallam County, 22 Wn. App. 825, 831, 593 P. 2d 821 

14 (1979). Under these circumstances the court must conduct a de novo review ofthe 

15 County's decision. See Richard R. Settle, THE WASHINGTON STATE ENVIRONMENTAL 

16 POLICY ACT: A LEGAL AND POLICY ANALYSIS at 13-30, § 13.0 I (Mathew Bender ed., 

17 release no. 21, 2009).11 

18 A DS determination cannot withstand judicial scrutiny if it results from arbitrary 

19 or capricious action on the part of the lead agency. See Saldin Securities, 134 Wn.2d at 

20 292-294 (1998); see also Klickitat County v. Beck, 104 Wn. App. 453,459, 16 P. 3d 692 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

II In addition, to the extent it is necessary for this Court to make purely factual determinations, it 
must necessarily consider the competency and sufficiency of the evidence. State v. County of 
Pierce, 65 Wn. App. 614, 617, 829 P.2d 217 (1992) (when evaluating whether an administrative 
decision is arbitrary and capricious the court must determine, at least as to issues of fact, "the 
competency and sufficiency of the evidence"). While Pierce involved a statutory certiorari . 
proceeding, this Court must also review the facts in the record to determine whether the decisions 
pertaining to potential significant impacts were supported by competent and sufficient evidence or 
were made in willful disregard of the relevant facts. 
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1 (2001). Arbitrary and capricious conduct is "[w]illful and unreasonable action, without 

2 consideration and [in] disregard of the facts or circumstances. Where there is room for 

3 two opinions, action is not arbitrary and capricious when exercised honestly and upon due 

4 consideration though it may be felt that a different conclusion might have been reached." 

5 Cougar Mountain Associates v. King County, III Wn.2d 742, 750, 765 P.2d 264 (1988). 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

B. 

1. 

The County's Conclusion That the New Shine Quarry Will Have 
Probable Significant Adverse Environmental Impacts is Arbitrary and 
Capricious. 

The County's decision did not result from a procedurally correct threshold 
determination. 

a. The threshold review process. 

In accordance with JCC 18.40.760(1)(attached at App. C), IMQ initiated the 

SEP A review process by submitting a SEP A Checklist. The SEP A Checklist provides 

the information needed to make the threshold determination required by JCC 

18.40.760(3) - whether there is a reasonable likelihood that a proposal will have a 

"probable significant adverse environmental impact" on an element of the environment. 

[d. 

SEP A regulations govern the threshold determination process." The rules provide: 

(I) In making a threshold determination, the responsible official 
shall: 

(a) Review the environmental checklist, ifused: 

(i) Independently evaluating the responses of any applicant and 
indicating the result of its evaluation in the DS, in the DNS, or on 
the checklist; and 

(ii) Conducting its initial review of the environmental checklist 
and any supporting documents without requiring additional 
information from the applicant. 

12 Jefferson County has adopted the SEPA rules at Chapter 197-11 WAC. lCC 18.40.700(2). 
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(b) Determine if the proposal is likely to have a probable 
significant adverse environmental impact, based on the proposed 
action, the information in the checklist (WAC 197-11-960), and 
any additional information furnished under WAC 197-11-335 and 
197-11-350; and 

( c) Consider mitigation measures which an agency or the 
applicant will implement as part of the proposal, including any 
mitigation measures required by development regulations, 
comprehensive plans, or other existing environmental rules or 
laws. 

WAC 197-11-330 (emphasis added) (attached at App. C). 

The rules further provide: 

The lead agency shall make its threshold determination based 
upon information reasonably sufficient to evaluate the 
environmental impact of a proposal ... The lead agency may take 
one or more of the following actions if, after reviewing the 
checklist, the agency concludes that there is insufficient 
information to make its threshold determination: 

(1) require an applicant to submit more information on subjects in 
the checklist; 

(2) Make its own further study, including physical investigations 
on a proposed site; 

(3) Consult with other agencies, requesting information on the 
proposal's potential impacts which lie within the other agencies' 
jurisdiction or expertise ... ; or 

(4) Decide that all or part of the action or its impacts are not 
sufficiently defined to allow environmental analysis and commit 
to timely, subsequent environmental analysis ... 

WAC 197-11-335 (emphasis added) (attached at App. C). 

The threshold determination results in one the following decisions: (1) a 

Determination of Non-Significance ("DNS"), if a project will not have a significant 
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1 adverse environmental impact; (2) a Mitigated Determination of Non-Significance 

2 ("MDNS"), if potential impacts will be mitigated based on conditions attached to the 

3 proposal by the responsible official or based on changes to, or clarifications of, the 

4 proposal made by the applicant; or (3) a Determination of Significance CDS"), requiring 

5 preparationofanEIS. WAC §§ 197-11-310, 197-11-340, 197-11-350, 197-11-360. 

6 Preparation of an EIS is appropriate only if the project is likely to cause a "probable 

7 significant adverse environmental impact." RCW 43.21C.031(1); lCC 18.40.760(3)(a); 

8 WAC §§ 197-11-330(4), 197-11-360. 

9 An impact is "significant" if there is a "reasonable likelihood of more than a 

10 moderate adverse impact on environmental quality." WAC 197-11-794(1); Norway Hill 

II Preservation Association v. King County Council, 87 Wn.2d 267, 278, 552 P.2d 674, 

12 (1976). 

13 b. The record does not support a DS in this case. 

14 Documentation is a critical component of the threshold determination process. 

15 The record must "show sufficient deliberations and consideration in addition to a final 

16 decision" to survive judicial scrutiny. Bellevue v. King County Review Board, 90 Wn.2d 

17 856, 867, 586 P.2d 470 (1978)(analyzing the record of decision making that resulted in a 

18 DNS). An agency's failure to prepare a report and develop findings of fact can suggest 

19 procedural irregularities and, at a minimum, makes it difficult for a reviewing court to 

20 review the agency's decision. See Sisley v. San Juan County, 89 Wn.2d 78, 86, 569 P. 2d 

21 712 (1977); Nagatani Bros. v. Commissioners, 108 Wn.2d 477, 482, 739 P.2d 696 (1987); 

22 Levine v. Jefferson County, 116 Wn.2d 575, 580-581, 807 P.2d 363 (1991). 

23 In this case, the County made no attempt to document the basis for the DS. In 

24 complete disregard of the facts in the record, DCD simply concluded, without any 

25 explanation, that an EIS is necessary. The record contains no findings and conclusions or 
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I any other evidence that DCD adequately reviewed the information submitted by IMQ. 

2 For the County's decision to be sustained, however, a competent factual record must 

3 support its findings and conclusions. See generally Parkridge v. Seattle, 89 Wn.2d 454, 

4 464,573 P.2d 359 (1978); Sisley, 89 Wn.2d at 86. Nagatani Bros., 108 Wn.2d at 482-483; 

5 Levine, 116 Wn.2d at 581-582; Gardner v. Board o/Commissioners, 27 Wn. App. 241, 

6 246,617 P.2d 743 (1980). "Conciusory action taken without regard to the surrounding 

7 facts and circumstances is arbitrary and capricious ... " Hayes v. City o/Seattle, 131 

8 Wn.2d 706, 717-718, 934 P.2d 1179,943 P.2d 265 (I 997)(emphasis added); see also 

9 Cougar Mountain Assoc. v. King County, III Wn.2d at 753. 

10 Washington Courts have held that "[b]efore a court may uphold a determination of 

II 'no significant impact', it must be presented with a record sufficient to demonstrate that 

12 actual consideration was given to the environmental impact of the proposed action or 

13 recommendation." Lassila v. Wenatchee, 89 Wn.2d 804, 814, 576 P.2d 54 (1978). The 

14 principle inherent in this rule applies in this case. The record must be sufficient to show 

15 that DCD actually considered IMQ's evaluation of the potential environmental impacts 

16 and that DCD's decision was not based on speculation, but actual consideration of the 

17 specific environmental impacts upon which the DS is based. 

18 c. SEP A does not mandate a DS. 

19 Washington courts have exercised caution in reviewing negative threshold 

20 determinations (DNS or MDNS) because "the correctness of a no significant impact 

21 determination is integrally linked to the act's mandated public policy of environmental 

22 consideration." Norway Hill Preservation and Protection Association v. King County, 87 

23 Wn.2d at 273. This caution applicable to negative threshold determinations does not, 

24 however, mandate the issuance of a DS where the record before the lead agency does not 

25 support such a determination. Agencies do not have unbridled discretion to ignore an 
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1 applicant's environmental studies and require preparation of an EIS. Preparing an EIS is 

2 an extremely costly and time consuming endeavor. Saldin Securities, 134 Wn.2d at 295. 

3 This is why the Saldin court cautioned that for a party who is forced to prepare an EIS by 

4 the arbitrary action of an agency, review of that decision by an agency after the permitting 

5 decision is "too little too late." Id. 

6 "SEP A seeks to achieve balance, restraint and control rather than to preclude all 

7 development whatsoever. Its scheme cuts both ways as an instrument of control placed in 

8 the hands of government, but not an unbridled control that can ignore due process and fair 

9 treatment oflandowners." Cougar Mountain, 111 Wn.2d at 753-754. As the 9th Circuit 

10 observed in Metcalfv. Daley, 214 F.3d 1135, 1142 (9th Cir. 2000), review under NEPA, 

11 the federal counterpart to SEP A, "must be taken objectively and in good faith, not as an 

12 exercise in form over substance, and not as a subterfuge designed to rationalize a decision 

13 already made."!3 Contrary to this principle, the record in this case demonstrates that the 

14 County failed to review IMQ's application and environmental studies objectively and in 

15 good faith. Instead, DCD issued a predetermined decision to require an EIS with no 

16 regard for the facts. Under these circumstances a DS is unjustified. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

d The County's review of IMQ 's Application and Checklist 
was wholly inadequate. 

The record in this case shows that DCD failed to review and consider the 

comprehensive environmental studies submitted by IMQ in support of its storm water 

management permit application. DCD ignored IMQ's submissions and rushed to 

judgment in a result-oriented decision making process. Aside from the uncontested 

IJ SEPA is patterned after the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 ("NEPA") (42 U.S.C. § 
4321 et seq.) and contains language almost identical to that ofthe federal act. "It is well settled 
that when a state borrows federal legislation is also borrows the construction placed upon such 
legislation by the federal courts." Juanita Bay Valley Community Association v. City of Kirkland, 
9 Wn. App. 59, 68-69, 510 P.2d 1140 (1973); Eastlake Community Council v. Roanoke 
Associates, Inc., 82 Wn.2d 475, 488, n. 5, 513 P.2d 36 (1973). 
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1 evidence demonstrating that the IMQ proposal poses no reasonable probability of any 

2 significant adverse impacts on the environment, the record contains little other than the 

3 speCUlative conclusion that an EIS is necessary. 

4 The County's decision to require IMQ to undertake an EIS stands in stark contrast 

5 to the County's decision in 2004 to approve a storm water permit for a 20-acre expansion 

6 of the adjacent Shine (Mason) Quarry expansion in 28 days with no environmental review 

7 whatsoever. Doc. Nos. 02145-02148; 0218l. Such opposite results for comparable 

8 project is compelling evidence of arbitrary and capricious conduct. There is simply no 

9 reasonable or rational basis for such disparate treatment ofthese two similar mining 

10 projects. 

11 Moreover, the record reveals wholly insufficient consideration of the IMQ 

12 Application and Checklist. Confronted with a 568-page application and accompanying 

13 environmental analysis, Ms. Hoskins devoted no more than 2.25 hours to review of the 

14 materials. Doc. Nos. 04936-04937(attached at App. B). There is no evidence that she 

15 gave any serious consideration to the Application and Checklist or any of the other 

16 remaining documents in the record. It is simply not possible that Ms. Hoskins adequately 

17 reviewed such a voluminous record in the 2.25 hours that she claims to have devoted to 

18 the review. Furthermore, with the exception of less than three pages of cryptic 

19 handwritten notes, there is no documentation of any review of the IMQ material. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

e. The County failed to consult with outside agencies, 
undertake further investigation, or communicate with IMQ. 

The SEPA responsible official has an affirmative obligation to develop a record 

sufficient to determine whether or not a proposal is reasonably likely to have a significant 

adverse environmental impact. If, after independently reviewing the environmental 

checklist, the responsible official concludes that the information is not sufficient to 
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1 evaluate the proposal's impact, additional information must be obtained from the 

2 applicant, other agencies, or further investigation by the lead agency. See Richard R. 

3 Settle, THE WASHINGTON STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLlCY ACT: A LEGAL AND POLlCY 

4 ANALYSIS, supra at 13-34, § 13.01, citing WAC §§ 197-11-330, 197-11-335. In the 

5 instant case, the Application and Checklist clearly showed that that there is no risk of 

6 probable significant environmental impacts associated with the New Shine Quarry. Had 

7 Ms. Hoskins concluded otherwise or determined that additional information was necessary 

8 to assess issues not addressed in IMQ's materials, she had an affirmative obligation to 

9 develop such information prior to issuing the DS. Id. DCD, however, made no attempt to 

10 obtain additional information from outside agencies, IMQ or through its own further 

11 investigation. 

12 Not only is the record devoid of any evidence that DCD sought out other local, 

13 state or federal agencies or communicated with IMQ after the storm water management 

14 permit application was submitted, DCD failed to circulate IMQ's Application to the 

15 County's own Public Works Department, the County department responsible for storm 

16 water issues. The record shows that no consultation with this department was undertaken 

17 until after the DS determination had been made and the £IS scoping process was 

18 underway. Doc. No. 04946 (attached at App. B).14 Similarly, there is no evidence that 

19 DCD consulted with the County's own wetlands expert, despite IMQ's comprehensive 

20 analysis of wetland related issues in the application materials. How is it possible for the 

21 County to claim that it conducted a sufficient threshold determination without having 

22 undertaken even this most basic level of internal review and coordination? 

23 

24 

25 

i4 The only record of any public works review of this project is indicated on a Public Works 
Project Report, which reflects work performed on April 30, 20] 0, well after issuance of the DS on 
March 22, 2010. 
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f The County failed to address potential mitigation of 
perceived environmental impacts. 

The County can require the preparation of an EIS and issue a DS only if it 

determines that a proposal constitutes a major action which will have probable significant 

adverse environmental impacts and determines that such impacts cannot be adequately 

mitigated through an MDNS. See WAC §§ 197-11-360(1), 197-11-350(3)(attached at 

App. C); see also Murden Cove v. Kitsap County, 41 Wn. App. 515, 525, 704 P.2d 1242 

(1985). 

The County is required to determine whether a proposal is "likely to have a 

probable significant adverse environmental impact, based on the proposed action ... and. 

.. [to] consider mitigation measures which an agency or the applicant will implement as 

part of the proposal." WAC 197-11-330 (emphasis added)(attached at App. C). The 

conjunctive "and" requires consideration of mitigation measures during the initial 

assessment of whether probable significant adverse environmental impacts exist at all. 

There is no evidence that DCD considered any of the mitigation measures proposed by 

IMQ in its Application, Checklist and technical studies. 

The mitigated DNS provision in WAC 197-11-350 is clearly intended to 

encourage applicants and agencies to work together early in the SEP A process to modify 

the project and eliminate significant adverse impacts. The MDNS process is intended to 

encourage an interactive, comprehensive review of environmental impacts, allowing a 

project applicant to modify the application and eliminate significant adverse impacts 

through mitigation before the threshold determination of probable significant impacts is 

made. WAC §§ 197-11-330(c), 197-11-350." Here, however, the County never 

"The Washington State Department of Ecology's SEPA Handbook provides that "[ilt may be 
possible to work cooperatively with the proponent to make changes to the proposal that will 
reduce and eliminate the significant adverse impacts. Voluntary mitigation may sometimes 
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1 communicated with IMQ about any perceived environmental impacts. Instead, it 

2 arbitrarily issued a DS. This approach contravenes the purpose and intent of SEP A and is 

3 arbitrary and capricious. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2. The County's decision did not result from a substantively rational 
determination. 

a. The DS determination is based upon speculative impacts. 

As the SEP A responsible official, Ms. Hoskins was obligated to consider the 

evidence presented by IMQ. The record shows that she failed to do so. While she ignored 

the comprehensive materials provided by IMQ, the assembled record offered by the 
9 

County purports to show that Ms. Hoskins relied on evidence of environmental impacts. 
10 

11 
However, virtually all of the documents are unrelated to the IMQ Proposal. Moreover, to 

the extent Ms. Hoskins did rely upon such unrelated evidence (which comprises the bulk 
12 

of the record) during her perfunctory review, she ignored the substance of this evidence, 
13 

which actually supports IMQ's position that the New Shine Quarry will not result in the 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

adverse environmental impacts listed in the DS. 

Eight of the twelve areas of concern identified by DCD in the DS were specifically 

addressed in IMQ's Application and Checklist. These include earth, surface water, 

groundwater, plants, animals, traffic, noise, and aesthetics. IMQ's comprehensive 

analysis shows that there will be no probable significant adverse impacts on the 

environment relating to these issues at the New Shine Quarry. The entire record contains 

no evidence upon which the County may rely to dispute this conclusion. See App. A. 

exceed the level that could be required of the applicant under regulatory authority, and produce a 
much improved and more desirable project." Publication # 98-1114, September 1998, Updated 
2003 ("SEPA Handbook"), § 2.5.3, p. 30 (attached at App. C). No such communication or 
cooperation occurred as part ofthe County's review of IMQ's proposal. 
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The additional issue of "land use" was previously resolved hy the Jefferson 

County Superior Court. IMQ has a right to mine at the site. Doc. Nos. 04071-04072; 

04120-04125. Accordingly, there is no basis for the County's conclusion that "land use" 

poses a probable significant adverse envirorunental impact which must be further 

addressed in an EIS. 

In addition to the eight areas of concern addressed in IMQ's materials and the 

"land use" issue, the DS identified three other areas of concern - impacts related to 

vibration, flyrock,16 and air quality (dust). Doc. No. 00570. There is no factual or legal 

basis requiring an EIS for these speculative envirorunental impacts. An EIS need only 

analyze "probable" adverse envirorunental impacts which are significant. WAC 197-11-

402(1). SEP A uses the term "probable" to distinguish likely impacts from those which 

are "remote or speculative." West 514 v. Spokane County, 53 Wn. App. 838, 845, 770 

P.2d. 1065 (1989); RCW 43.21C.031; WAC §§ 197-11-402(3), 197-11-782. 

As discussed below, there is no evidence in the record regarding any probable 

adverse impacts related to vibration, flyrock, or dust. Compliance with applicable state 

and federal statutes and regulations will avoid any such impacts. The MDNS process 

codified in WAC 197-11-350 allows an applicant to satisfy SEP A requirements by 

mitigating envirorunental impacts through compliance with local, state, or federal 

regulations. WAC 197 -11-660( e) provides: 

Before requiring mitigation measures, agencies shall consider whether local, 
state or federal requirements and enforcement would mitigate an identified 
significant impact.17 (emphasis added). 

16 The County has not defined the tenn "flyrock". For the purpose of this proceeding it is assumed 
that this issue relates to the possibility of flying rock resulting from blasting activities. 

17 "Mitigation required under existing local, state, and federal rules may be sufficient to 
eliminate any adverse impacts-or even to deny the proposal." SEPA Handbook, § 2,5.3, 
p.30. 
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Federal courts reviewing the role of regulatory compliance in the parallel context of 

NEPA's mitigated "Finding of No Significant Impact" (FONSI) process have consistently 

held that compliance with regulatory environmental standards adequately mitigates 

impacts. For example, in Seattle Community Council Federation v. FAA, 961 F.2d 829, 

833 (9th Cir. 1992), the court upheld a mitigated FONSI based upon regulatory standards 

providing scientific measurements of cumulative noise impacts projected from proposed 

Sea-Tac airport runway alignment changes. Because federal regulations established a 

particular noise level impact contour as a "bright line" for measuring significant noise 

levels, the mitigated FONSI properly found no probable significant impacts based upon 

compliance with the regulatory standard. Id. 

In addition to regulatory compliance, meaningful consultation with other agencies is 

a key element in determining whether an EIS must be required. The SEP A regulations 

provide that: 

[T]he lead agency may take one or more of the following actions if, after 
reviewing the checklist, the agency concludes that there is insufficient 
information to make a threshold determination ... (3) consult with other 
agencies, requesting information on the proposal's potential impacts which lie 
within the other agency's jurisdiction or expertise .... 

WAC 197-11-335. 

Similarly the Jefferson County Code states that: 

"[t]o determine the probable significant adverse environmental impacts have 
been addressed by an existing rule or law of another agency with jurisdiction, 
the county shall consult orally or in writing with that agency and may 
expressly defer to that agency." 

JCC 18.40.760; see also Pease Hill v. County o/Spokane, 62 Wn. App. 800, 
816 P.2d 37 (1991). 
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1 There is no evidence that DCD considered IMQ's compliance with local, state or 

2 federal statutes or regulations relating to vibration, flyrock or air quality. Nor did the 

3 County consult with other agencies regarding these speculative impacts. 

4 

5 
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i. There is no probable risk of significant environmental risk 
posed by explosion, vibration and flyrock at the New Shine 
Quarry. 

There is no evidence in the record that "vibration" from IMQ' s proposed mining 

would result in a probable significant impact on the environment. There is no record of 

any adverse vibration impacts resulting from blasting activities at the adjacent Shine 

(Mason) Quarry, which are comparable to those proposed by IMQ and are projected to 

occur at the IMQ Site. Nor does the record contain any evidence that vibration from 

blasting activities at the IMQ site will violate applicable legal standards." 

Similarly, the County's concerns about "flyrock" are not supported by the record 

and were never raised by the County prior to the DS determination. There is no evidence 

in the record of any risk related to flyrock or that IMQ could not mitigate any such risk. 

The existence of such risk is purely speculative. There is no record of flyrock incidents at 

the Shine (Mason) Quarry. Moreover, the Mats Mats FEIS concluded that reasonable 

measures would limit the potential for flyrock and that no significant flyrock impacts were 

anticipated, notwithstanding the existence of a residence within 600 feet of the Mats Mats 

Quarry. Doc. No. 02880. Evidence in the record suggests that he nearest residential 

location to the proposed New Shine Quarry boundary is approximately 4,224 feet. See 

" Assuming DCD actually reviewed the documents pertaining to the Mats Mats Quarry operation 
contained in the record, it would have discovered that the Mats Mats Quarry FEIS concluded that 
no significant unavoidable adverse impacts were anticipated from vibration, provided that the 
mine complied with state and federal blasting regulations and employed reasonable practices to 
limit and monitor blasting vibration. Doc. Nos. 02881-02882. Nothing in the record supports a 
conclusion that IMQ will violate applicable state and federal standards governing surface mine 
blasting. Moreover, at no time did DCD staff communicate any concerns about blasting activities 
at the New Shine Quarry to IMQ or otherwise provide IMQ an opportunity to address such 
concerns prior to the DS determination. 
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Doc. Nos. 0188-0189. Accordingly, the Mats Mats Quarry FEIS provides no basis for 

2 asserting that "flyrock" will have a probable significant impact on the environment at the 

3 New Shine Quarry. 

4 The record confirms that DCD did not make any independent assessment of the 

5 vibration or flyrock issues. There is no record of any communications with outside 

6 agencies or IMQ pertaining to potential impacts from vibration or flyrock. Nor did DCD 

7 undertake its own investigation of these issues. As a result, there is nothing in the record 

8 from which DCD could conclude that there is a reasonable probability that these issues 

9 posed more than a moderate adverse effect on the environment. Based upon the evidence 

10 in the record, there is room for only one opinion. Vibration and flyrock do not pose a risk 

11 of significant impact to the environment at the IMQ Site. Accordingly, the County's 

12 conclusion that the risk of vibration and/or flyrock justify the preparation of an EIS is 

13 arbitrary and capricious. Norway Hill Preservation Association, 87 Wn.2d at 278; WAC 

14 197-11-794(1). 

15 

16 
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ii. There is no probable risk of significant environmental risk 
associated with air quality (dust) at the New Shine Quarry. 

The issue of "air quality (dust)" is the subject of independent regulation pursuant 

to Ch. 70.94 RCW (State Clean Air Act) and 42 U.S.C. § 7401 et seq. (Clean Air Act), 

under the direct supervision of the Olympic Region Clean Air Agency ("ORCAA"), for 

which Jefferson County has no jurisdiction. See Doc. No. 02272. IMQ's operations must 

and will comply with applicable air quality standards as directed and enforced by 

ORCAA. As such, there is no basis for DCD's speculation that IMQ's mining operations 

will violate air quality regulations and will create significant adverse impacts to air 

quality. 
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1 The Mats Mats Quarry FEIS, which the County claims to have used in reaching its 

2 DS determination, acknowledged that mining activities are subject to local and federal air 

3 pollution regulations; that the Olympic Air Pollution Control Authority ("OAPCA," now 

4 ORCAA) is the primary air quality regulatory agency in the project area; that mitigation 

5 measures are detailed in the OAPCA Order of Approval to Operate; that reasonable 

6 mitigation measures could prevent air pollutant concentrations from exceeding the 

7 applicable standards; and that significant environmental impacts related to fugitive dust 

8 would not be anticipated. Doc. Nos. 02272, 02280-02281. The record contains no 

9 evidence to support any contrary conclusions regarding IMQ's mining operations. DCD 

10 did not consult with outside agencies, consultants, or IMQ to address any potential 

11 concerns about air quality. Nor did the County perform its own study of perceived air 

12 quality issues at the IMQ Site. Nevertheless, in the absence of any supporting evidence, 

13 the County concluded that there was a reasonable probability of adverse effects on the 

14 environment, justifying preparation of the EIS. This conclusion disregards the facts in the 

15 record, is purely speculative and umeasonable, and is arbitrary and capricious 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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c. This Court Must Direct Jefferson County to Issue a DNS Based Upon 
the Evidence in the Record. 

This is an extraordinary case that demands an effective judicial remedy. The 

existing record supports only one result-a determination of non-significance. Petitioners 

recognize that the Court may be hesitant to make this determination and may be inclined 

to remand the matter back to Jefferson County for further action in compliance with 

SEP A. Such a remand is fraught with peril in this case. 

Jefferson County has a demonstrated track record of favoritism, predetermination, 

delay, opposition and improper application of County code requirements and state law in 

an ongoing attempt to delay or terminate IMQ's proposal for mining at the New Shine 
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1 Quarry. The County denied IMQ's mineral use rights contrary to the diminishing asset 

2 doctrine. Having failed to deny IMQ's mining rights, the County attempted to force IMQ 

3 to obtain a conditional use permit to exercise these rights. Now, the County has arbitrarily 

4 and capriciously attempted to force IMQ to undertake a costly and time consuming EIS 

5 process without any factual or legal basis. Because the E1S process is entirely within the 

6 County's control, IMQ will be subjected to an undefined and indefinite EIS process that 

7 IMQ believes is intended to kill the project. 

8 In light of the County's demonstrated hostility toward this project, this Court must 

9 guard against granting the County the unfettered ability to further manipulate the SEP A 

10 review process to the Petitioners' detriment. IMQ is entitled to the benefit of the 

II environmental studies that is has completed. This Court should direct the County to issue 

12 a DNS or to negotiate with IMQ regarding the terms of a mitigated DNS subject to 

13 oversight by this Court. 

.14 IV. CONCLUSION 

15 The only relevant and competent evidence of environmental impacts associated 

16 with the New Shine Quarry confirms that IMQ's mining operations will have no probable 

17 significant adverse impacts upon the environment. IMQ has thoroughly addressed those 

18 issues for which the County seeks to require an EIS. IMQ established through its 

19 independent expert studies that no probable significant environmental impacts will result 

20 from its mining operations. No competent evidence to the contrary has been produced by 

21 the County. 

22 Petitioners have a right to a fair and reasonable review of IMQ's storm water 

23 management application, expanded SEP A checklist and environmental analysis. DCD 

24 had a responsibility to consider this comprehensive project information. Jefferson County 

25 
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had an obligation to apply legal requirements without favoritism and to avoid speculation 

2 regarding project impacts. It failed in every respect. 

3 The record simply contains no facts supporting DCD's conclusion that there is a 

4 reasonable probability of the adverse environmental impacts alleged in the DS. There is 

5 no disputed evidence in the record regarding potential environmental impacts. The 

6 County has offered no evidence in support of its conclusion that significant environmental 

7 impacts require preparation of an EIS. Based upon the evidence in the record, there is 

8 room for only one opinion that potential environmental impacts have been adequately 

9 evaluated and addressed and an EIS is not required in this case. The County's DS 

10 constitutes willful and unreasoning action in disregard of facts and circumstances. This 

11 arbitrary and capricious DS must be reversed. 

12 
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DATED this \ A. \~ day of August, 2010. 
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2 

3 

APPENDIX A 

Summary ofIMQ Application, SEPA Checklist and Technical Studies 

4 I. 

5 

There are no probable significant environmental impacts at the IMQ site related to 
the natural environment. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

a. Earth (Geologic and Geohazard). 

IMQ commissioned AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. ("AMEC") to conduct a 
geotechnical and geologic assessment of the IMQ Site. This assessment evaluated the 
potential for geologic hazards at the Site, based upon the proposed mining operation, 
topography, surface vegetation, surface water, soil conditions, and bedrock conditions. 
Doc Nos. 00257-00269. 

AMEC concluded that only a small portion of the site, in an area that will not be 
disturbed by mining, would present a potential seismic hazard and that further mitigation 
related to any such hazard is unnecessary. Doc No. 00104. AMEC found that the slope 
hazard on the site is low and that any such hazard will be mitigated as part of quarrying 
operations. Finally, AMEC concluded that there are no erosion hazards at the site. Id. 
The record contains no evidence to refute AMEC's findings and conclusions. 

b. 

1. Surface Water (Wetlands and Streams). 

IMQ retained Environ International Inc. ("Environ") to prepare a wetland 
delineation report pursuant to Jefferson County Critical Areas Study report requirements 
(JCC 18.22). Based upon extensive field studies to identify, delineate, and classify 
wetlands on site, Environ identified and delineated a total of 20 wetland areas using 
comprehensive onsite wetland determination methods specified by the Washington State 
Department of Ecology ("Ecology") and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps"). 
Doc Nos. 00115-00138; 269-568. Two minor streams outside the proposed active mining 
area were also identified. Doc Nos. 00154; 00126-00133. A Joint Aquatic Resources 
Permit Application ("JARP A") was also submitted to the Corps and Ecology to request a 
jurisdictional determination and confirmation of the delineated wetland boundaries and 
wetland ratings. Doc. No. 00272. 

Based upon Environ's findings, IMQ presented Jefferson County a detailed 
Wetland Mitigation Sequencing Analysis for the New Shine Quarry Site pursuant to JCe 
18.22.350(1). Doc Nos. 00250-00256. IMQ approached mitigation sequencing through 
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a process that considered which wetlands and wetland buffers could be avoided while still 
having adequate mineral reserves to assure proj ect feasibility and adequate areas for 
administrative uses, equipment, and processing facilities and infrastructure, including 
roads and storm water management facilities. Id. 

IMQ evaluated mitigation sequencing using three scenarios through quantitative 
modeling. Id. The first scenario included preparation of a grading plan to estimate 
maximum minable mineral reserves without regard for wetlands. Doc Nos. 00253-00256. 
The second scenario was based on a grading plan designed to avoid direct impact to 
wetlands and their associated buffers generally along the western boundary of the 
proposed mining area. Id. The third scenario was based on a grading plan to avoid all 
wetlands and their associated buffers. Based upon this analysis, IMQ determined the 
feasible limits of wetland avoidance at the Site, which meets Jefferson County standards. 
Id. There is no evidence in the record to the contrary. 

Environ prepared a separate conceptual mitigation plan to address direct and 
indirect unavoidable impacts to wetlands and wetland buffers. Doc Nos. 00257-00268. 
The wetland mitigation plan includes both onsite and offsite mitigation, which accounts 
for phased mining operations at the Site. At least 2.93 acres of on site wetland mitigation 
would be created or re-established under this plan. Doc No. 00260. Proposed offsite 
compensation would preserve or protect at least 20 acres of Category I estuarine intertidal 
wetland and approximately 21 acres of forested uplands. Id. No streams or stream buffers 
will be impacted by the proposed mining activities. See Doc. Nos. 00154; 00126-00133; 
00250-00268. 

Based upon the comprehensive wetlands analysis and mitigation planning 
undertaken, it is apparent that the IMQ's mining operations can be accomplished in full 
compliance with local, state and federal wetland regulations and fully mitigate all wetland 
impacts. There is no evidence in the record to suggest otherwise. 

ll. Groundwater. 

Environ performed an analysis of existing groundwater conditions beneath and in 
the vicinity of the IMQ site. Doc Nos. 00139-00172. Environ hydrologists conducted 
field reconnaissance and compiled and interpreted published hydrogeologic information 
and ground water well logs in the vicinity of the Site. Doc. No. 00139. 

The Environ experts concluded that there are no permanent water wells within the 
footprint of the IMQ site and that there is no hydrogeologic connection between the site 
and drinking water sources in the vicinity. Id. Environ concluded that there will be no 
appreciable long term changes to runoff resulting from the addition of impervious surfaces 
at the Site. Doc. No. 00158. Temporary changes to soil cover are not expected to result 
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in significant loss of recharge to aquifers. Id. The proposed mining activities will involve 
only relatively minor amounts of fuels and hazardous materials stored and used on site. 
Moreover, in the unlikely event of a significant release of a hazardous material or 
petroleum hydrocarbon, downward migration into a beneficial use aquifer is unlikely 
because the New Shine Quarry site is underlain by impermeable bedrock that is not a 
significant water bearing zone. Doc. Nos. 00158-00159. Accordingly, no significant 
impacts to groundwater from mining operations at the site are likely. The record contains 
no evidence to the contrary. 

c. Habitat, plants or animals. 

IMQ engaged Environ to assess existing habitat composition and plant and animal 
communities on the site and to determine impacts to such species and ecological 
communities that could result from mine operations. Certified ecologists and 
ecotoxicologists reviewed existing conditions on the site, including the possible existence 
of priority habitats and state and federally listed threatened and endangered species and 
state listed priority species. Doc Nos. 00173-00180. Based upon a review of the 
proposed mining plan, Environ concluded that there will be no direct impacts or loss of 
designated critical habitat or habitat that is essential to any federally or state-listed 
threatened or endangered species resulting from the proposed mine operations. Doc. No. 
00177. In addition, compliance with existing laws and required mitigation, including 
mine reclamation plans and compensatory wetland mitigation plans, will ensure that any 
upland and wetland forest habitat types that are impacted by the mining proposal will be 
replaced. Id. Accordingly, there will be no significant loss of habitat acreage or 
functions. Id. There is no evidence in the record to support any other conclusion. 

16 2. There are no probable significant environmental impacts at the IMQ site related to 
the built environment. 

17 

18 
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a. Noise. 

IMQ retained AMEC Geomatrix, Inc., to perform a community noise 
assessment for the IMQ Site. Doc. Nos. 00181-00222. AMEC measured the noise 
emissions of the equipment proposed for use at the IMQ site and determined planned 
locations for equipment use during the three phases of proposed quarry resource 
development. Doc Nos. 00184; 00190-00192. Based on predicted noise measurements 
and the proposed locations of the equipment, AMEC modeled noise levels likely to occur 
at the site. Doc Nos. 00184; 00192-00195. The model accounted for the effects of both 
topography and typical unfavorable meteorological conditions on potential noise 
propagation using reasonable worst-case assumptions for equipment operations. Id. The 
modeling results were compared to the criteria established by state and local regulations 
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governing maximum environmental noise levels, and to existing conditions measured in 
the vicinity of the Site. Doc Nos. 00184; 00195-00200. 

Based upon the data and conditions modeled, AMEC Geomatrix concluded that 
maximum permissible environmental noise levels would not be exceeded at any 
surrounding Pope owned property. Doc No. 00200. The noise level at the nearest 
residential receptor in Port Ludlow was determined to range from 38.0 to 39.8 decibels. 
Doc No. 00200. This is equivalent to the typical noise environment in a standard 
residential living room, below that of a typical office or of conversational speech, and well 
below any applicable regulatory levels. l9 Doc No. 00185. 

AMEC concluded that the noise impacts of the proposed New Shine Quarry will 
not be significant and will not approach the maximum permissible noise levels established 
by Jefferson County and the Department of Ecology at the nearest parcels owned by 
others. Doc. No. 00200. There is no evidence in the record to support any other 
conclusion. 

b. Land Use. 

1. Visual Impact/Views. 

IMQ commissioned a study by Centre Pointe Consultants, Inc., to assess 
the visual impact of the New Shine Quarry. Doc Nos. 00223-00235. Centre Point visited 
the site and assessed view impacts based upon four view stations within existing or 
potential residential sites near Port Ludlow, which posed "worst case" view scenarios. 
Doc. Nos. 00225-00226. These four stations, which were determined using Global 
Positioning System (GPS) and Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) technology, are at 
or above the elevation of the proposed mining operation. Id. 

A 360 degree series of photographs was taken at each station. Once direction and 
location of the existing Mason/Shine Quarry and New Shine Quarry were determined for 
each photograph, the two dimensional field of the top of the trees over the proposed 
quarry was projected into each photograph. The result displays the top of the New Shine 
Quarry from each viewing station. Id. Based upon this methodology, Centre Point 
concluded that no significant visual impact would occur for the proposed mining 
operation. Doc. No. 00229. There is no evidence in the record to support any other 
conclusion. 

19 Temporary site noise between 7:00 and 10:00 p.m. is exempt from community noise regulations (WAC 
173.60.040) as is noise from daytime blasting events (such as occasionally OCCur during quarry operations), 
and noise from motor vehicles that are regulated under WAC 173.62. WAC 173-60-050. 
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11. Additional "land use" issues. 

Issues related to IMQ's mineral use rights have been previously resolved by tbe 
Jefferson County Superior Court. IMQ has a right to mine the 142 acres at the Site. Doc. 
Nos. 04071-04072; 04120-04125. Accordingly, there is no basis for the County's 
conclusion that "land use" issues pose probable significant adverse environmental impacts 
which must be further addressed in an EIS. 

c. Transportation (Traffic). 

IMQ engaged Transportation Solutions, Inc. ("TSI") to analyze potential traffic 
impacts of the IMQ proposal and, if necessary, recommend physical improvements to 
minimize or eliminate possible effects of such impacts. (Doc Nos. 00236-00248). TSI's 
analysis focused on possible impacts at or near the intersection of State Route ("SR") 104 
and the private access roads that will service the New Shine Quarry. Doc. No. 00239. 

TSI evaluated existing traffic volumes in this segment of SR 104, level of service 
and queuing at the intersection, and collision data obtained from the Washington State· 
Department of Transportation ("WSDOT"). Doc. Nos. 00239-00242. TSI then 
determined future conditions (which include the New Shine Quarry), including trip 
generation, trip distribution and assignment, level of service, and queuing and safety. 
Doc. Nos. 00242-00246. 

TSI concluded that traffic generated by the proposed project would not adversely 
affect the level of service on SR-104. Doc. No. 00247. The volume of truck traffic 
generated by existing and proposed operations does not indicate that a center left tum 
lane, speed change lanes, or right tum lane are warranted. Id. The review of collision 
data on the road segment combined with an evaluation of sight distance and intersection 
geometrics concluded that there are not safety deficiencies at the intersection. Based upon 
their analysis, TSI concluded that the proposed New Shine Quarry would add only a small 
number of trips to the intersection and there will be no adverse traffic impacts requiring 
mitigation. Id. There is no evidence in the record to support any other conclusion. 
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APPENDIXB 

Select Record Documents 

Rec, Doc. 00571-00572; 00595-Notes of Stacie Hosltins 

Rec, Doc. 04471--Notes of David Wayne Johnson 

Rec. Docs 04936-04938--Jefferson County Invoice and Time Records. 

Rec. Doc. 04945-04946-Public Works "Project Report" Time Record 

Rec. Doc. 04942-04943-E-mail from David Wayne Johnson to 
Jennifer Portz (with highlighting added). 
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Jefferson County 0 C 0 Invoice No. 10-047 

621 Sheridan Street 
Port Townsend, WA 98366 
(360) 379-4450 fax (360)379-4451 

Customer 
Name '~~~~" 

'" ~ .. ",:.-. , -., 
,': " ',L·,':· .:.- '.-: 

Address 22121 17th Ave SE Suite 117 
City Bothell WA 98021 
Phone 

, 

" Qty Description 
29.25 March 2010' 

DeD Staff Houn; 

21.5 Hrs - David WFi'{ne Johnson 
4.75 Hrs - Stacie Hoskins 
3.0 Hrs - AI Scalf 

Please Mail to: 
621 Sheridan St, Port Townsend, WA 

if'le2l$8' Make ~e to;, "" 
JeiIi:i!1"S01TCO~ _",', ,. .'. ' .. 
US OOL-LARS: ' ... _,. 

\-' Cash 
o Check 

( 
;:ayment Details I 

! '!J Outstanding 

I Name____ j 
I Check # ~ __ 

\ Recetpt1l 

~----------------------

, 

" 

INVOICE ~ 
. , 

Date 41712010 ;." , 
':. -- --

Mt.A# --
Mt.A# MLA1D-n - , 

Case # BLD1D-54 

Unit Price TOTAL 
$71,00 52,076,75 

98368 

. 
-~ 

. SubTo.al $2,0 I 0.75 

TOTAL S~a7G.75 I 
;:;:c:-""77":-:-:::-:--_-=USDOLLARS 

:Off.ce Use Only 

Department of Community Development " .. ", 
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DATE ,DESCRIPTION ~HOUR~_ .... 
!Ph: Brent Cars;'-n; email same w/ Class IV 

10/14/2009: FPA & SBCA letter i 
~ .. _ ............. 

10/22/2009. ~ .. i!.~ Visit - Wetlands , 
~ 

2/22/2010:Set-up webpage , 1 

2/25/2010' M~et w/iippliC;;nt; submital 
, 

.--1 .. ., 
: Case & web management; Review i 

;application materials; notice DS (these 
'hours in addition to 15 received upon , 

3/1/2010 - i application & 3 hours for Al. 5 review 

3/31/2010 itime) : 14 
~~- -". .. 

: review seoping comments; research legal , , 
4/6/2010 ,! issues 

, 
2 ..... .. _ .... , 

I 
.... ._,---

--'--" 
.•. . .•.. , 

.. , , . ... . . --- . , _ ..... .. i 

--., .... 
I .. -. ... _" . .. .. 

....• . ,-_._---
.• --... 

TOTAL 24.5 
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Mandie Kleiss-Acres 

From: 
Sent: 
TO: 

"' 
",ubject: 
Attachments: 

Ms. Kleiss-Acres, 

Gail Gautestad [ggautestad@co.JeffersonwausJ 
Friday, June 18, 2010 816 AM 
Mandie Kleiss-Acres 
David Alvarez; Philip Morley; Frank Gifford; Raina Randall; Monte Reinders; Jim Pearson 
FW.· Public Records Request: Mr Keith Moxon 
PW Project Report document pdf 

Please find attached the Public Works Project Report related to this request, replacing the version I sent yesterday 
(which didn't show the text). I apologize for any inconvenience. 

Thanks, 

Gail 

From: Gail Gautestad 
Sent: Thursday, June 17, 2010 2:15 PM 
To: 'mkleiss@gordonderr.com' 
Cc: David Alvarez; Philip Morley; Frank Gifford; Raina Randall 
Subject: Public Records Request: Mr. Keith Moxon 

Ms. Kleiss-Acres, 

ease find attached a cover letter and requested records for the Public Records Request of May 10, 2010. If you have 
any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

Gail Gautestad 

Gail Gautestad, Administrative Assistant 
Jefferson County, Public Works Department 
623 Sheridan Street 
Port Townsend, WA 98368 

360.385.9169; fax 360.3859234 

gao utestod (aJ co. jeffe rs 011 wo .us 
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· PW PROJECT REPORT 
91010054 IRON MOUNTAIN QUAIU{Y 911)10054 BLDI0-00054 

544281 

OATE 

4130/2UIU 

DEY Al'l'L1CATlON HEY 

EM!'ff LAST NAME 

2YY PEARSON 

Friday, June 11,2010 

FIRST NMlf. TYPE RATE QTY 

JilMES S5358 1.50 
Total Labor: $1.50 

Report for 3/112010 Ihm 5/3112010 

COST 

$80.37 
$80.37 

Workcode Total: $80.37 

Work Order Total: S80.J7 

Page I of I 
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David W. Johnson 

From: Dallid W. Johnson 
Sent: 
To: 

Tuesday, April 06, 2010 5:16 PM 
'Jennifer Portz' 
AI Scalf; Stacie Hoskins Cc: 

--oject: RE: Voice Article - what happens after 4123? 

Answers below: 

From: Jennifer Portz [mailto:jenportz@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2010 7:18 AM 
To: Dallid W. Johnson 
subject: Voioe Article - what happens after 4/23? 

Good Morning David Wayne Johnson-

I've been tasked with another article on the mining application process. I understand the public comment period 
runs through 4/23 ... and then what? I assume it will be much the same as with the Pit-to-Pier EIS and therefore 
the following will happen .. , is this accurate? 

1) All public comments are shared with the applicant? Yes 

2) Does the applicant then have the right to comment on the scope andlor the public comments? They will be 
asked'to respond to those comments that are relevant to the scope of the SEPA review. 

3) How long does the county have to evaluate the public!IMQ comments? As long as is reasonably necessary to 
address all comments. 

)oes the county then determine the final scope of the EIS, or is this done cooperatively with IMQ, or how is 
Ie .lone? Yes, the County will determine the final scope after an evaluation of the comments and response from 
the applicant. 

5) How do the other gov't entities (DOE, DNR, DOT and Army Corps) figure into the process? We need their 
comments and input as welL 

6) Once the fmal scope is determined is there another public comment period, and if so for how long? Yes, 
there wiD be another public comment period after the draft EIS is available for review. 

7) If the applicant sues, does the EIS process stop or does it continue in tandem with the lawsuit? Our 
understanding is that they cannot sue us on the determination unless it is a result of a "government action" 
which is the Stormwater Management permit and will we not issue that permit until the EIS is completed. They 
will likely contend that in court. 

8) Is the County's in charge of administering the EIS while IMQ is responsible for paying for it? Yes. 

9) Any other input you can give would be really helpfuL Although all comments are welcome, only those that 
are relevant to the environmental review as outlined in the notice (You may comment on alternatives to be 
considered, mitigation measures, probable significant adverse impacts, and licenses or other approvals that may be 
required.) will be considered. 

1 
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On a different but related subject: I trust you received the public comment letter Harvey and I sent? Yes I did. 
Thank you! 

P-,..ds - Jen Portz 

2 
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APPENDIXC 

Regulations and Secondary Source Materials 

WAC § 197-11-310 

WAC § 197-11-315 

WAC § 197-11-330 

WAC § 197-11-335 

WAC § 197-11-350 

WAC § 197-11-360 

WAC § 197-11-794 

JCC § 18.15.040, Table 3-1 

JCC §§ 18.40.700-780 

JCC § 18.40.040 

JCC § 18.40.810 

SEP A Handbook, p. 30 

R.L. Settle, The Washington State Environmental Policy Act, pp 13-22 
thru 13-39. Richard R. Settle, THE WASHINGTON STATE ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLlCY ACT: A LEGAL AND POLlCY ANALYSIS (Mathew Bender ed., release 
no. 21, 2009). 
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WAC 197-11-310: Threshold determination required. Page 1 of 1 

WAC 197-11-310 
Threshold determination required. 

(1) A threshold determination is required for any proposal which meets the definition of action and is not categorically exempt, 
subject to the limitations in WAC 197-11-600(3) concerning proposals for which a threshold determination has already been 
issued, or statutorily exempt as provided in chapter 43.21C RCW. A threshold determination is not required for a planned 
action (refer to WAC 197-11-164 through197 -11-172 ). 

(2) The responsible official of the lead agency shall make the threshold determination, which shall be made as close as 
possible to the time an agency has developed or is presented with a proposal (WAC 197-11-784). If the lead agency is a GMA 
county/city, that agency must meet the timing requirements in subsection (6) of this section. 

(3) The responsible official shall make a threshold determination no later than ninety days after the application and 
supporting documentation are determined to be complete. The applicant may request an additional thirty days for the threshold 
determination (RCW 43.21 C.033). 

(4) The time limit in subsection (3) of this section shall not apply to a county/city that: 

(a) By ordinance adopted prior to April 1 ,1992, has adopted procedures to integrate permit and land use decisions with 
SEPA requirements; or 

(b) Is planning under RCW 36. 70A.040 (GMA) and is subject to the requirements of subsection (6) of this section. 

(5) All threshold determinations shall be documented in: 

(a) A determination of nonsignificance (DNS) (WAC 197-11-340); or 

(b) A determination of significance (DS) (WAC 197-11-360). 

(6) When a GMA county/city with an integrated project review process under RCW 36.70B.060 is lead agency for a project, 
the following timing requirements apply: 

(a) If a DS is made concurrent with the notice of application, the DS and scoping notice shall be combined with the notice of 
application (RCW 36.70B.110). Nothing in this subsection prevents the DS/scoping notice from being issued before the notice 
of application. If sufficient information is not available to make a threshold determination when the notice of application is 
issued, the DS may be issued later in the review process. 

(b) Nothing in this section prevents a lead agency, when it is a project proponent or is funding a project, from conducting its 
review under SEPA or from allowing appeals of procedural determinations prior to submitting a project permit application. 

(c) If an open record predecision hearing is required, the threshold determination shall be issued at least fifteen days before 
the open record predecision hearing (RCW 36. 70B.11 0 (6)(b)). 

(d) The optional DNS process in WAC 197-11-355 may be used to indicate on the notice of application that the lead agency 
is likely to issue a DNS. If this optional process is used, a separate comment period on the DNS may not be required (refer to 
WAC 197-11-355(4)). 

[Statutory Authority: RCW 43.21A.090, chapter 43.21C RCW, RCW 43.21C.035, 43.21C037, 43.21C.038, 43.21C.0381, 43.21C.0382, 43.21C.0383, 
43.21C.ll0, 43.21C.222. 03-16-067 (Order 02-12), § 197-11-310, filed 8/1/03, effective 9/1/03 Statutory Authority: 1995 c 347 (ESHB 1724) and RCW 
43,21C, 11 0, 97-21-030 (Order 95-16), § 197-11-310, filed 10/10/97, effective 11/10/97. Statutory Authority: RCW 43.21 C.11 O. 84-05-020 (Order DE 
83-39), § 197-11-310, filed 2/10/84, effective 4/4/84.} 

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=197-11-310 8/12/2010 
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WAC 197-11-315: Environmental checklist. 

WAC 197-11-315 
Environmental checklist 

Page I of 1 

(1) Agencies shall use the environmental checklist substantially in the form found in WAC 197-11-960 to assist in making 
threshold determinations for proposals, except for: 

(a) Public proposals on which the lead agency has decided to prepare its own EIS; or 

(b) Proposals on which the lead agency and applicant agree an EIS will be prepared; or 

(c) Projects which are proposed as planned actions (see subsection (2) of this section). 

(2) For projects submitted as planned actions under WAC 197-11-164, a GMA county/city shall use the existing 
environmental checklist or modify the environmental checklist form to fulfill the purposes outlined in WAC 197-11-172(1), 
notwithstanding the requirements of WAC 197-11-906(4). 

If the GMA county/city chooses to modify the existing environmental checklist, the modified form shall be submitted to the 
department of ecology to allow at least a thirty-day review prior to use. The department shall notify the GMA county/city within 
thirty days of receipt if it has any objections to the modified form and the general nature of the objections. If the department 
objects, the modified form shall not be used until the GMA county/city and the department have reached agreement 

(3) Agencies may use an environmental checklist whenever it would assist in their planning and decision making, but shall 
only require an applicant to prepare a checklist under SEPA if a checklist is required by subsection (1) of this section. 

(4) The lead agency shall prepare the checklist or require an applicant to prepare the checklist 

(5) The items in the environmental checklist are not weighted. The mention of one or many adverse environmental impacts 
does not necessarily mean that the impacts are significant. Conversely, a probable significant adverse impact on the 
environment may result in the need for an EIS. 

[Statutory Authority: 1995 c 347 (ESHB 1724) and RCW 43.21 C.11 O. 97 ·21-030 (Order 95-16), § 197·11·315, filed 10/10/97, effective 11/10/97. 
Statutory Authority: RCW 43.21 C, 110. 84-05·020 (Order DE 83·39), § 197·11·315, filed 2/10/84, effective 4/4184.1 

htto://aoos.leg,wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=197-11-315 8112/2010 
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WAC 197-11-330: Threshold determination process. Page 1 of 1 

WAC 197-11-330 
Threshold determination process. 

An EIS is required for proposals for legislation and other major actions significantly affecting the quality of the environment. 
The lead agency decides whether an EIS is required in the threshold determination process, as described below. 

(1) In making a threshold determination, the responsible official shall: 

(a) Review the environmental checklist, if used: 

(I) Independently evaluating the responses of any applicant and indicating the result of its evaluation in the DS, in the DNS, 
or on the checklist; and 

(Ii) Conducting its initial review of the environmental checklist and any supporting documents without requiring additional 
information from the applicant. 

(b) Determine if the proposal is likely to have a probable significant adverse environmental impact, based on the proposed 
action, the information in the checklist (WAC 197-11-960), and any additional information furnished under WAC 197-11-335 
and 197-11-350; and 

(c) Consider mitigation measures which an agency or the applicant will implement as part of the proposal, including any 
mitigation measures required by development regulations, comprehensive plans, or other existing environmental rules or laws. 

(2) In making a threshold determination, the responsible official should determine whether: 

(a) All or part of the proposal, alternatives, or impacts have been analyzed in a previously prepared environmental 
document, which can be adopted or incorporated by reference (see Part Six). 

(b) Environmental analysis would be more useful or appropriate in the future in which case, the agency shall commit to 
timely, subsequent environmental review, consistent wrth WAC 197-11-055 through 197-11-070 and Part Six. 

(3) In determining an impact's significance 0NAC 197-11-794), the responsible official shall take into account the following, 
that: 

(a) The same proposal may have a significant adverse impact in one location but not in another location; 

(b) The absolute quantitative effects of a proposal are also important, and may result in a significant adverse impact 
regardless of the nature of the existing environment; 

(c) Several marginal impacts when considered together may result in a significant adverse impact; 

(d) For some proposals, it may be impossible to forecast the environmental impacts with precision, often because some 
variables cannot be predicted or values cannot be quantified. 

(e) A proposal may to a significant degree: 

(I) Adversely affect environmentally sensitive or special areas, such as loss or destruction of historic, scientific, and cultural 
resources, parks, prime farmlands, wetlands, wild and scenic rivers, or wilderness; 

(Ii) Adversely affect endangered or threatened species or their habitat; 

(iii) Conflict with local, state, or federal laws or requirements for the protection of the environment; and 

(iv) Establish a precedent for future actions with significant effects, involves unique and unknown risks to the environment, 
or may affect public health or safety. 

(4) If after following WAC 197-11-080 and 197-11-335 the lead agency reasonably believes that a proposal may have a 
Significant adverse impact, an EIS is required. 

(5) A threshold determination shall not balance whether the beneficial aspects of a proposal outweigh its adverse impacts, 
but rather, shall consider whether a proposal has any probable significant adverse environmental impacts under the rules 
stated in this section. For example, proposals designed to improve the environment, such as sewage treatment plants or 
pollution control requirements, may also have significant adverse environmental impacts. 

IStatutory Authority: 1995 c 347 (ESHB 1724) and RCW 43.21 C.11 O. 97-21-030 (Order 95-16). § 197-11-330. filed 10/10/97. effective 11/10/97. 
Statutory Authority: RCW 43,21 C, 11 0, 84-05-020 (Order DE 83-39), § 197-11-330, filed 2/10/84, effective 4/4/84.] 
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WAC 197-11-335: Additional information. 

WAC 197-11-335 
Additional information. 

Page I of 1 

The lead agency shall make its threshold determination based upon information reasonably sufficient to evaluate the 
environmental impact of a proposal (WAC 197-11-055(2) and 197-11-060(3)). The lead agency may take one or more of the 
following actions if, after reviewing the checklist, the agency concludes that there is insufficient information to make its 
threshold determination: 

(1) Require an applicant to submit more information on subjects in the checklist; 

(2) Make its own further study, including physical investigations on a proposed site; 

(3) Consult with other agencies, requesting information on the proposal's potential impacts which lie within the other 
agencies' jurisdiction or expertise (agencies shall respond in accordance with WAC 197-11-550); or 

(4) Decide that all or part of the action or its impacts are not sufficiently definite to allow environmental analysis and commit 
to timely, subsequent environmental analysis, consistent with WAC 197-11-055 through 197-11-070. 

[Statutory Authority: RCW 43.21C, 110. 84~05-020 (Order DE 83-39), § 197-11-335, filed 2/10/84, effective 4/4184.] 

httD:llaDDs.leg. wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite= 197-11-335 8112/2010 
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WAC 197-11-350: Mitigated DNS. 

WAC 197-11-350 
Mitigated DNS. 

Page 1 of 1 

The purpose of this section is to allow clarifications or changes to a proposal prior to making the threshold determination. 

(1) In making threshold determinations. an agency may consider mitigation measures that the agency or applicant will 
implement. 

(2) After submission of an environmental checklist and prior to the lead agency's threshold determination on a proposal. an 
applicant may ask the lead agency to indicate whether it is considering a DS. If the lead agency indicates a DS is likely. the 
applicant may clarify or change features of the proposal to mitigate the impacts which led the agency to consider a DS likely. 
The applicant shall revise the environmental checklist as may be necessary to describe the clarifications or changes. The lead 
agency shall make its threshold determination based upon the changed or clarified proposal. If a proposal continues to have a 
probable significant adverse environmental impact, even with mitigation measures, an EIS shall be prepared. 

(3) Whether or not an applicant requests early notice under subsection (2). if the lead agency specifies mitigation measures 
on an applicant's proposal that would allow it to issue a DNS, and the proposal is clarified, changed, or conditioned to include 
those measures, the lead agency shall issue a DNS. 

(4) Environmental documents need not be revised and resubmitted if the clarifications or changes are stated in writing in 
documents that are attachments to, or incorporate by reference, the documents previously sUbmitted. An addendum may be 
used, see Part Six. 

(5) Agencies may clarify or change features of their own proposal, and may specify mitigation measures in their DNSs, as a 
result of comments by other agencies or the public or as a result of additional agency planning. 

(6) An agency's indication under this section that a DS appears likely shall not be construed as a determination of 
Significance. Likewise, the preliminary discussion of clarifications or changes to a proposal shall not bind the lead agency to a 
mitigated DNS. 

(7) Agencies may specify procedures for enforcement of mitigation measures in their agency SEPA procedures. 

[Statutory Authority: RCW 43.21 C.11 O. 84-05-020 (Order DE 83-39), § 197-11-350, filed 2110/84, effective 4/4/84.) 

httn' //~nn. 1""W"p'()v/wac/default.asDx?cite=197-11-350 8112/2010 
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WAC 197-11-360: Determination of significance (DS)linitiation of scoping. Page 1 of 1 

WAC 197-11-360 
Determination of significance (DS)/initiation of scoping. 

(1) If the responsible official determines that a proposal may have a probable significant adverse environmental impact, the 
responsible official shall prepare and issue a determination of significance (DS) substantially in the form provided in WAC 197-
11-980. The DS shall describe the main elements of the proposal, the location of the site, if a site-specific proposal, and the 
main areas the lead agency has identified for discussion in the EIS. A copy of the environmental checklist may be attached. 

(2) If an agency adopts another environmental document in support of a threshold determination (Part Six), the notice of 
adoption (WAC 197-11-965) and the DS shall be combined or attached to each other. 

(3) The responsible official shall put the DS in the lead agency's file and shall commence scoping (WAC 197-11-408) by 
circulating copies of the DS to the applicant, agencies with jurisdiction and expertise, if any, affected tribes, and to the public. 
Notice shall be given under WAC 197-11-510. The lead agency is not required to scope if the agency is adopting another 
environmental document for the EIS or is preparing a supplemental EIS. 

(4) If at any time after the issuance of a DS a proposal is changed so, in the judgment of the lead agency, there are no 
probable significant adverse environmental impacts, the DS shall be withdrawn and a DNS issued instead. The DNS shall be 
sent to all who commented on the DS. A proposal shall not be considered changed until all license applications for the 
proposal are revised to conform to the changes or other binding commitments made by agencies or by applicants. 

[Statutory Authority: RCW 43.21 C.110. 84-05-020 (Order DE 83-39), § 197-11-360, filed 2/10/84, effective 4/4/84.) 

httn'//~nn' 1,,0 WHOOV/wHc/defHlIlt.asnx?cite=1 97-11-360 8/12/2010 
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WAC 197·11·794: Significant. 

WAC 197·11·794 
Significant. 

Page 1 of 1 

(1) "Significant" as used in SEPA means a reasonable likelihood of more than a moderate adverse impact on environmental 
quality. 

(2) Significance involves context and intensity (WAC 197·11·330) and does not lend itself to a formula or quantifiable test. 
The context may vary with the physical setting. Intensity depends on the magnitude and duration of an impact. 

The severity of an impact should be weighed along with the likelihood of its occurrence. An impact may be significant if its 
chance of occurrence is not great, but the resulting environmental impact would be severe if it occurred. 

(3) WAC 197·11·330 specifies a process, including criteria and procedures, for determining whether a proposal is likely to 
have a significant adverse environmental impact. 

[Statutory Authority: RCW 43.21 C.11 O. 84·05·020 (Order DE 83·39), § 197·11·794, filed 2/10/84, effective 4/4/84.] 

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/defau1t.aspx?cite=197.11·794 8112/2010 
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Jefferson County Code 

18.15.040 Categories of land use. 
Table 3-1. Allowable and Prohibited Uses 

How To Use This Table 

Table 3-1 displays the classifications of uses for land use districts, 
except for land use and zoning districts in the Irondale and Port 
Hadlock UGA which are specified in Chapter 18.18 JCC. 

The allowability and classification of uses as represented in the table 
are further modified by the following: 

The location may have a multiple designation. This would be true of 
the Shoreline Master Program, a subarea plan, or an overlay district 
applied to the location. The Shoreline Master Program (SMP) should 
be consulted if the location of interest is subject to the SMP 
jurisdiction. See also Notes 1 to 3 to this table. 

All regulations in this code apply to the uses in these tables. To 
determine whether a particular use or activity can occur in a particular 
land use district and location, all relevant regulations must also be 
consulted in addition to this table. 

Categories of Uses 

Yes - Uses allowed subject to the provisions of this -

code, including meeting applicable performance 
standards (Chapter 18.20 JCC) and development 
standards (Chapter 18.30 lCC); if a building or 
other development permit is required, this use is 
also subiect to proiect permit approval' see 



Chapter 18.40 JCe. 

D = Discretionary uses are certain named and all 
unnamed uses which may be allowed subject to 
administrative approval and consistency with the 
UDC, unless the administrator prohibits the use or 
requires a conditional use pennit based on project 
impacts; see JCC 18.15.040(2) and Chapter 18.40 
JCe. 

C = Conditional uses, subject to criteria, public notice, 
written public comment and public hearing 
procedure; see Article VIII of Chapter 18.40 JCC. 

C(a) = Conditional uses, subject to criteria, public notice, 
written public comment, and an administrative 
approval procedure, but not a public hearing; see 
Article VIII of Chapter 18.40 JCC. 

C(d) = Conditional uses, subject to criteria, public notice, 
written public comment and, at the discretion of 
the administrator, a public hearing procedure, if 
warranted, based on the project's potential 
impacts, size or complexity, according to criteria 
in JCC 18.40.520; see Article VIII of Chapter 
18.40 JCC. 

No = Prohibited use. 

NOTES: 
L All uses must be consistent with the purpose of the land use district in which they are proposed to occur; see the Land Use Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan. All land uses in all districts must meet the general regulations in Article III of this chapter unless otherwise stated herein. 
2. A land use or development proposed to be located entirely or partly within 200 feet of the ordinary high water mark ofa regulated shoreline is 
within the jurisdiction of the Shoreline Master Program, and is subject to the applicable provisions of this chapter and of the SMP, as well as the applicable 
provisions and pennit requirements indicated in this table. Please refer to the Shoreline Master Program for specific use regulations and regulations by 



shoreline environment. 
3. Overlay districts provide policies and regulations in addition to those of the underlying land use districts for certain land areas and for uses that 
warrant specific recognition and management. For any land use or development proposed to be located entirely or partly within an overlay district, or 
within the jurisdiction ofa subarea plan, the applicable provisions of the overlay district or subarea plan as provided in Articles VI and VII of this chapter 
shall prevail over any conflicting provisions of the UDC. 
4. The assignment of allowed or prohibited uses may not directly or indirectly preclude the siting of "essential public facilities" (as designated in the 
Comprehensive Plan) within the county. See JCC 18.15.110. 
5. Outright uses are land uses or activities which are exempt from the provisions of this Unified Development Code. 

6. Land Use Districts: 

AG Agricultural Resource Lands I Rnral Industrial 

AP-20 Prime Agricultural Land RI Resource Industrial 

AL-20 Agricultural Land of Local Importance LIIC Light Industrial/Commercial (Glen Cove) 

LI Light Industrial (Glen Cove) 

F Forest Resource Lands LI/M Light IndustriallManufacturing 

CF-80 Commercial Forest HI Heavy Industrial 

RF-40 Rural Forest 

IF Inholding Forest P Public 

PPR Parks, Preserves and Recreation 

RR Rural Residential 

RR 1:5 Rural Residential- 1 DU/5 Acres UGA Urban Growth Area 

RR 1:10 Rural Residential - 1 DUll 0 Acres [See Chapter 18.18 JCC] 

RR 1:20 Rural Residential- 1 DU/20 Acres 

RC Rural Commercial 

RVC Rural Village Center 

CC Convenience Crossroad 

NC NeighborhoodlVisitor Crossroad 



GC General Crossroad 

7. Forest practices (including timber harvesting), except for Class IV, general (see JCC 18.20.160) are regulated by the Washington Department of 
Natural Resources. 

Specific Land Use 

Residential Uses 

SiDgle~Family Housing 

Accessory dwellings units 

Caretaker residence (public parks) 

Co~housing/intentiona! communities 
(subjfX:t to PRRD overlay in RR 
districts) 

Manufactured/mobile home parks 
(subject to PRRD overlay in RR 
districts) 

Single-family residences 

Transient rental of residence or 
accessory dwelling unit 

Duplexes (subject to meeting 
underlying density requiremenl~) 

Resource Lands 

AG CFfRF/IF 

No No 

No 

No No 

Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Rural Residential Rural Commercial 

RR 1:5 RR 1:10 RR 1:20 RVC CC NC 

No No 

No No No No No No 

No No 

No 

Yes Yes No No 

Yes Yes Yes No No 

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

Rural Industrial Public 

GC RI LIIC LI LIIM HI PPR 

No No No No No 

No No No No No No q,) 

No No No No No No No 

No No No No No No 

No No No No No No No 

No No No No No No No 

No No No No No No No 

UGA 

UGA 

See Chapter 1 S.18 
lCC 



Fann worker housing SeeJCC No No No No No No No No No No No No No No 
J 8.20.030 

Multifamily Housing 

Multifamily residential units (3+ No No No No No Ye, No Ye, Ye, No No No No No No 
units) 

Residential care facilities with up to No No Ye, Ye, y" Ye, No No y" No No No No No No 
5 persons 

Residential care facilities with 6 to No No e e e Ye, No No No No No No No No No 
20 persons 

Nursing/convalescent/assisted living No No e e e Ye, No Ye, y" No No No No No No See Chapter lB.JJ! 
facilities lee 

Unnamed residential uses No No D D D D No D D No No No No No No 

Accessory Uses 

Home businesses Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, No Ye, Ye, No Ye, Ye, Ye, No No 

Cottage industry qa) C(a) C(d) C(d) C(d) Ye, No Ye, Yo> No y" Ye, Ye, No No 

Hobby kennel Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, No No No No No No No No No No 

Commercial Uses 

Animal commercial kennels and See lCC C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) No No C(d) No No No No No No 
catteries 18.20.030 

Automotive service and repair No No No No No Ye, No y" Ye, No Ye, y" Ye, No No 

Automotive service and repair (with No No No No No Ye, No No Ye, No No No No No No 
subordinate auto sales) 

Bed and breakfast inn (4 to 6 rooms) Ye, No C(a) C(a) C(a) y" No Ye, Ye, No No No No No No 

Bed and breakfast residence (I to 3 Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, No No No No No No 
rooms) 

Boat storage, commercial (outside No No No No No Ye, No No Ye, No y" y" Ye, No No 
ofSMP) 

Boat building and repair, No No No No No e No No No No Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, No 
commercial 

Clinics (medical, dental, and vision) No No No No No Ye, No y" Ye, No No No No No No 

Convenience and video stores No No No No No Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, No No No No No No 

Day care, commercia! e No No No No Ye, No Ye, Yes No No No No No No 

Drinking establishment No No No No No Ye, No Ye, Ye, No No No No No No 



Eating establishment No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No e No No No No 

Small equipment repair, sales and See JCC No No No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No See Chapter ru~ 
rental services 18.20,030 lee 
Construction contractor, commercial No No No No No Yes No Nor Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No 

Yes 1 

Food and beverage stands No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Gas stations No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No 

Golf courses and driving ranges No No C e e No No No No No No No No No e 
Grocery stores and gift shops No No No No No Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No 

Hotel/motel No No No No No Yes No No' e No No No No No No 

Indoor entertainment or recreational No No No No No Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No 
facility 

Liquor stores No No No No No Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No 

Lumber yardslbuilding supply and No No No No No Yes No No e No Yes Ves Yes No No 
materials 

Mini-storage facilities No No No No No Yes No er Yes No Yes No Yes No No 
Yesl 

Personal and professional services No No No No No Yes D D Yes No No No No No No 

Resorts, master planned (new) See Article IV of Chapter 18.1:' JCe 

Retail sales and services See JCC No No No No Yes D D Yes No No No No No No 
Il:L2Q930 

Vehicle sales, new and used retail No No No No No qa) No No Nor No No No No No No 
(auto and RV) qaf 

Veterinary clinics and hospitals See JCe 
18.20.030 

Unnamed commercial uses No No No No No D D D D No D No No No No See Chapter 18.18 
lee 

Industrial Uses 

Bulk plant or tenninal facilities No No No No No No No No No No e e e e No 

Asphalt and concrete batch plants No e No No No No No No No No No No No Yes No 

Heavy equipment sales and rental No No No No No qa) No No eta) No Yes Yes Yes No No 
services 

Heavy industrial, resource-based No No No No No No No No No qa) No No No Yes No 

Light industrial/manufacturing See Jec No No No No No No No No qa) Yes Yes Yes No No 



18.20030 

Food or beverage bottling and/or See JCC No No No No No No No No No y" y" Yes No No 
packaging 18.20.030 

Outdoor storage yards See JCC No No No No No No No No qa) Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
H)iUQQ 

Recycling center See JCC No No No No No No No/C~ No/C1! No Yes y" Yes No No 
lS.2Q.Q.lQ 

Minerai extraction activities Yes Yes C C C No No No No No No No No No No 
(without MRL overlay) 

Mineral extraction activities (wi Yes Yes y" y" y" No No No No No No No No No No 
MRL overlay) (lO~acre min. lot 
size) 

Mineral processing accessory to C C C C C No No No No Yes C C C Yes No 
extraction operations (without MRL 
overlay) 

Mineral processing accessory to Yes Yes C C C No No No No Yes No No No y" No 
extraction operations (wIMRL 
overlay) 

WarehoQ<;e/wholesale distribution See JCC No No No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes No No See Chapter l.tlJi 
center lS,20.0}O lCC 

(Automobile) wrecking yards and No No No No No No No No! No! No No No Yes Yes No 
junk (or salvage) yards Yes1 Y-es8 

Unnamed industrial uses No No No No No No No No No D D D D D No 

Institutional Uses 

Essential Public Faciliti& See JCC lJUlll9 

Airports (w/o airport EPF overlay) No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No 

Educational facilities (state ov..'Tled) No No C C C C No C C C C C C No No 

Large-scale regional transportation No No C C C C No C C C C C C C No 
facilities (state o\Vlled) (e_g., 
freeways, ferry tenninals) 

Correctional facilities No No C C C C No C C C C C C C No 

Solid waste handling and disposal No No C C C C No C C C C C C C No 
facilities 

Inpatient substance abuse and No No C C C C No C C No No No No No No 
mental health facilities 

Unnamed essential public facilities SeeJCC No C C C C C C C C 



1820.030 

Public Purpose Facilities 

Animal shelter C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) CCd) C(d) No No No No C(d) C(d) 

Assembly facilities See JCC No CCd) CCd) CCd) Yes No CCa) CCa) No No No No No No 
18.20.030 

College or technical school/adult SeeJCC No No No No e No e e No No No No No No 
education facility (not state owned) \8.20030 

Emergency services (police, fire, e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e See Chapter 18.IS 
EMS) lee 

Government offices No No No No No Ye, No Ye, Ye, No No No No No CCa) 

Library No No No No No Yes No Ye, Ye, No No No No No No 

Museum No No No No No Ye, No Ye, Yes No No No No No CCd) 

Parks and playfie\ds e e Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Yes Ye, Yes Ye, Ye, Yes Ye, Ye, Ye, 

Post office No No No No No Ye, y" Ye, Ye, No No No No No No 

Public works e e qd) qd) C(d) Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, Ye, No 
maintenance/equipment storage 
shops 

Recreational facilities e e Ye, Ye, Yes Yes Ye, Ye, Ye, Yes Yes Ye, Yes Yes Yes 

Recycling collection facilities See JCC qa) C(a) qa) qa) Yes Yes Ye, Ye, Yes Ye, y" Ye, Yes C(a) 
18.20.030 

School, primary and secondary See JCC No e e e e No No e No No No No No No 
18)IUBO 

Visitorfinterpretive center No C(d) qd) qd) C(d) C(d) No C(d) qd) No No No No No C(d) 

Water/wastewater treaUUent No No qd) C(d) C(d) Ye, Ye, Yes Ye, Yes Yes Ye, Yes Ye, C(d) 
facilities 

Cemeteries No No C(d) C(d) C(d) No No No No No No No No No No 

Religious assembly facility No No C(d) qd) C(d) qa) No C(a) qa) No No No No No No 

Unnamed institutional uses No No D D D D D D D D D D D D D 

Small-Scale Recreation and 
Tourist Uses 

Aerial recreational activities (e.g., No No qd) C(d) C(d) C(d) No No No No No No No No No 
balloon rides, gliders) 

Animal preserves and game farms No No C(d) C(d) C(d) No No No No No No No No No No See Chapter 18. J 8 
with dangerous wild animals lee 



Animal tourist farms with domestic SeeJCC 
and nondangerous wild animals 18.20.030 

Agritourism SeeJCC 
[8,20.030 

Campgrounds and camping See JCC C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) No No No No No No No No No Yes 
facilities, new 18.20,030 

Campgrounds, camping facilities See JCC C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) No No No No No No No No No Yes 
and small-scale resorts; expansion of 18.20,030 
existing facilities 

Cultural festival and historic sites, C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) No C(d) C(d) No No No No No Yes 
pennanent 

Equestrian centers C(d) C(d) C(d) e(d) C(d) No No No No No No No No No No 

Outdoor commercial amusement SeeJCC No e C e Yes No No Yes No No No No No No 
facilities ! 8.20.030 

Outdoor archery ranges No C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) No No No No No No No No No No 

Recreational, cultural or religious See JCe No e e e C(d) No No C(d) No No No No No No 
conference center/retreat facilities 18.20,030 

Recreational vehicle parks No C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) Yes No No Yes No No No No No No 

Outdoor shooting ranges No e No No No No No No No No No No No No No 

Outdoor recreational equipment SeeJCC No C(d) C(d) C(d) Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No 
rental and/or guide services 18.20.030 

Public display gardens C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) C(d) Yes No No No No No No No No Yes 

Rural restaurant, only when SeeJCC No C(d) C(d) C(d) NIA NIA NIA NIA No No No No No No See Chapter 18. J R 
associated with a primary 18,20.0}0 lee 
recreational or tourist use 

Recreational off-road vehicle (ORV) No e No No No No No No No No No No No No No 
and all-terrain vehicle (ATV) parks 
and recreational areas 

Rura! recreational lodging or cabins See Jee No C e e NIA NIA NIA NIA No No No No No No 
for transient rental lli1.iH130 

Unnamed small-scale recreation and See Jee No C(d) C(d) C(d) D D D D No No No No No D 
tourist uses 18,20,030 

Temporary Uses 

Seasonal roadside stands See JCC It~O.33Q 

Temporary festivals See Jee 18.2QJ.~2 



Temporary outdoor uses See lCe J 8.20.380 

Transportation Uses 

Park and ride lots/transit facilities qd) qd) qd) qd) qd) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Roads, public or private Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Trails and paths, public or private Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Unnamed transportation \Ises D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D 

Utilities Uses 

Commercial communication See JCC ! 8.20. 13Q 
facilities 

Utility developments, major C e e e e e e e c c e e e e e 

Utility developments, minor q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) q,) 

Unnamed utility uses D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D See Chapter lliJ.li 
lCe 

Agricultural and Forestry Uses 

Agricultural activities and accessory See JCC 18_20.030 
uses 

Aquacultural uses and activities Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No No 
(outside of shoreline jurisdiction) 

Aquatic plant and animal processing See lCC No No No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
and storage 18,20,030 

Lumber mills and associated See JCC q,) No No No No No No No Yes No No No Yes No 
forestry processing activities and JJ_.~.QJ.lJQ 
uses 

Nurseries Yes Yes qd) qd) qd) Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No 

Unnamed agricu1tmal and forestry D D D D D No No No No No No No No No No 
uses 

lOrd. 8-06 § 1] 
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Jefferson County Code 

18.40.700 Authority. 
(l) This section contains county procedures and policies implementing the State Environmental Policy 
Act (SEPA) (Chapter 43.21 C RCW). Jefferson County adopts this article under RCW 43.21 C.120, as 
amended, and WAC 197-11-904. 
(2) SEPA Rules - Adoption by Reference. The county hereby adopts by reference the SEPA rules, 
Chapter 197-11 WAC. The SEP A rules must be used in conjunction with this article. This article contains 
uniform usage and definitions of terms under SEPA and the SEPA rules. The county adopts by reference the 
definitions in WAC 197-11-700 et seq .• as supplemented by Chapter 18.10 JCC. lOrd. 8-06 § I] 

18.40.710 Purpose. 

The purpose of this article is to adopt regulations that implement SEPA, consistent with the SEPA rules. This is 
accomplished by ensuring that: 

(I) Environmental values are considered in making land use and agency decisions, and reasonable 
alternatives and conditions are identified and implemented to mitigate (as provided in this article) the adverse 
environmental impacts of proposed actions on the environment; 
(2) Adequate and timely environmental information is gathered and provided to decision-makers, and 
procedural delay and duplication is avoided; and 
(3) Opportunity for public involvement is included in the decision-making process. lOrd. 8-06 § I] 

18.40.720 Responsible official- Decision-making authority. 
(I) The responsible official shall be the administrator. 
(2) For those proposals for which the county is the lead agency, the responsible official is vested with 
authority to and shall make the threshold determination, determine an exemption (if any), supervise scoping 
and preparation of any required environmental impact statement (EIS), administer the SEPA rules and this 
article, and perform any other functions assigned to the "lead agency" or "responsible official" by the SEPA 
rules. 
(3) The responsible official shall be responsible for the written comments of the county in response to a 
consultation request: 

(a) Prior to issuance of a threshold determination; 
(b) For participation in scoping; or 
(c) For review ofa draft environmental impact statement (DEIS). 

(4) The department of community development (DC D) shall maintain all documents required by SEPA 
rules and make them available in accordance with Chapter 42.17 RCW (the Disclosure - Campaign Finances
Lobbying Records Act). lOrd. 8-06 § I] 

18.40.730 Lead agency determination and responsibilities. 
(I) The county department receiving application for or initiating a proposal that includes a non-exempt 
action shall determine the lead agency for the proposal under WAC 197-11-050 and WAC 197-11-922 through 
197-11-940, unless lead agency has been previously established. 
(2) When the county is lead agency, the responsible official shall supervise compliance with threshold 
determination requirements. Ifan EIS is required, that official shall supervise preparation of the EIS. 
(3) When the county is not lead agency, the county shall use and consider the determination of 
nonsignificance (DNS), mitigated determination of non significance (MDNS), or final environmental impact 
statement (FEIS) of the lead agency in making decisions on the proposal. Unless required under WAC 197-1 1-
600 no DNS or EIS in addition to that issued by the lead agency shall be prepared. The county may, however, 
conduct supplemental environmental review under WAC 197-11-600. 
(4) If the county receives a lead agency determination that appears inconsistent with criteria contained in 



WAC 197-11-922 through 197-11-940, it may object to the detennination. Objection must be made to the 
agency that made the detennination and must be resolved within IS calendar days of receipt of the 
detennination, or the county must petition the Department of Ecology for lead agency determination under 
WAC 197-11-946 within the IS-calendar-day period. The responsible official may initiate any such petition on 
behalf ofthe county. 
(5) Any county department making lead agency detennination for a private proposal shall require 
sufficient information to identify all other agencies with jurisdiction over the proposal. lOrd. 8-06 § I) 

18.40.740 Initiation ofSEPA review - Limitations on actions during review. 
(I) Initiation of Review. The county's SEPA process begins when a pennit application is submitted to the 
county, or when the county proposes to take an official action as defined in WAC 197-11-704. 
(2) Limitations on Actions during SEPA Process. Until the responsible official issues a final DNS or 
FElS and the SEPA appeal period has lapsed, the county shall not take any project action (issuing pennits, 
approvals, etc.) on a nonexempt project, or take any nonproject action (decisions on policies, plans, programs, 
etc.), that would have an adverse environmental impact or would limit the choice of reasonable alternatives. 
lOrd. 8-06 § I) 

18.40.750 
(I) 

Categorically exempt actions - Use of existing documents and analyses. 
Categorically Exempt Levels. 

(a) Except as set forth in subsection (I)(b) of this section, Jefferson County adopts and incorporates by 
reference the categorical exemption levels set forth in WAC 197-11-8([Q. 
(b) Pursuant to WAC 122:l!:BOO(l)(c)(v), the maximum exempt level for any landfill or excavation 
activity in Jefferson County shall be 500 cubic yards. 
(c) Pursuant to WAC .197-1 1-800(1)( c )(ii), the maximum exempt level for the construction of a bam, 
loafing shed, fann equipment storage building, produce storage or packing structure, or similar agricultural 
structure, covering 30,000 square feet, and to be used only by the property owner or his or her agent in the 
conduct of fanning the property. This exemption shall not apply to feed lots. 
(d) Pursuant to WAC 197-11-800(1)(c)(iii), the maximum exempt level for the construction of an 
office, school, commercial, recreational, service or storage building with 12,000 square feet of gross floor 
area, and with associated parking facilities designed for up to 40 automobiles. 
(e) Pursuantto WAC 197-11-800(J)(c)(iv), the construction of a parking lot designed for 40 
automobiles shall be exempt. 

(2) Categorically Exempt Actions. Actions categorically exempt under subsection (I) of this section do 
not require review under this article or the preparation of an environmental impact statement, and may not be 
conditioned or denied under SEPA, except as provided in WAC 12}-11-305 and subsection (3) of this section. 
(3) Use of Exemptions. 

(a) The responsible official wiJI detennine the applicability of a categorical exemption. The 
detennination by the responsible official that a proposal is exempt from SEPA is final. None of the 
procedural requirements of this article (except as provided in WAC 197-11-3.92 and this subsection) apply 
to an exempt proposal. 
(b) If a proposal includes exempt and non-exempt actions, the responsible official shall detennine the 
lead agency pursuant to WAC 197-11-050. 
(c) If a proposal includes exempt and non-exempt actions, the county may authorize exempt actions 
prior to compliance with procedural requirements of this article, except as provided in subsections (3)(d) 
through (3 )(g) of this section. 
(d) Consistent with WAC 197-11-070, 122.:lL:Joj, and 197-Il:Bj)j), the county may not authorize the 
use of exemptions for: 

(i) Actions that are not exempt; 
(ii) Any action that would have a probable significant adverse environmental impact; 
(iii) A series of exempt actions that are physically or functionally related which together 
would result in a probable significant adverse environmental impact for the overall project; or 
(iv) Any action that would limit choice of alternatives. 

( e) The county may withhold approval of an exempt action that would lead to modification of the 
physical environment when such modification would serve no purpose if nonexempt action(s) were not 



approved (see WAC 197-11-305(1) (b)(i)). 
(f) The county may withhold approval of exempt actions that would lead to substantial financial 
expenditures by a private applicant when the expenditures would serve no purpose if the non-exempt 
action(s) were not approved (see WAC 173-806-060). 
(g) Actions identified as categorically exempt from SEPA under WAC 197-1 1-800 shall remain 
exempt under SEPA even when located in one or more of the environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs) 
classified, designated and mapped under Article VI-D of Chapter 18.15 JCC. However, the categorical 
exemptions listed in WAC 197-11-800 shall not apply when undertaken wholly or partly on lands covered 
by water, regardless of whether or not such lands are mapped as ESAs. Proposals in areas subject to this 
subsection (3)(g) shall require environmental review and a threshold determination, and may be 
conditioned or denied under this article (see WAC 197-11-756, 197-11-800, and 197-11-9(8). 

(4) Use of Existing Documents and Analyses. Procedures for the use, adoption, or incorporation of 
existing documents and analyses are provided in WAC 197-11-600, 197-11-610, 197-11-630, and 197-11-635. 
(5) Planned Actions. 

(a) The county may, as part of its planning processes, elect to perform or have performed for it in 
advance of any development proposal, the environmental review and analysis for certain actions and their 
probable impacts. These "planned actions" must be so deSignated by ordinance or resolution adopted by the 
county after the analysis of the actions and their impacts has been completed. 
(b) Planned actions must be located in an urban growth area, a master planned resort (MPR), or a fully 
contained community, and meet the additional requirements contained in RCW 43.21 e.031 (2)(a). 
(c) The analysis must be sufficient to identitY and analyze all probable sigoificant impacts and most 
nonsignificant impacts of the actions, and to identitY (and, optionally, provide) to a great extent the 
mitigation necessary (i.e., the significant impacts must be l1adequately addressed!! in an environmental 
impact statement). 

(d) As a result of the analysis in subsections (5)(a) and (5)(c) of this section, a development proposal 
being prepared under a planned action does not require a threshold determination or the preparation of an 
environmental impact statement, but is subject to a full environmental review of its impacts and full 
requirements for mitigation as identified and specified by the review for the planned action in subsection 
(5)(c) of this section. 
(e) If the environmental review identifies additional impacts not addressed by the planned action, a 
checklist and threshold determination shall be required. lOrd. 8-06 § I] 

18.40.760 Analysis of nonexempt project and non project actions. 

The procedures and requirements in this article apply equally to project and nonproject actions. 
(I) Submittal of Environmental Checklist. 

(a) A completed environmental checklist shall be submitted with any application for a permit or 
approval not specifically exempted as per JCC .I8.40":z.~(1). However, a checklist is not required if the 
county and applicant agree that an EIS is required, if SEPA compliance has been completed, or if SEPA 
compliance has been initiated by another agency. The county shall use the checklist to determine lead 
agency and to make the threshold determination if the county is lead agency. 
(b) Applicants for private proposals shall complete the checklist, and the county shall provide 
assistance as appropriate. For county proposals, the department initiating the proposal shall complete the 
checklist. 

(2) Review of Project Impacts. The responsible official shall review the checklist, other information about 
a project, and the applicable regulations to review the environmental impacts of the project and make a 
threshold determination. In making this review the responsible official may determine: 

(a) All of the project's probable significant adverse environmental impacts have been adequately 
identified and analyzed. If not, additional studies and analyses may be required; 

(b) Some or all of the probable significant adverse environmental impacts have been adequately 
addressed and mitigated in this UDC and other development regulations adopted by Jefferson County, the 
Comprehensive Plan, or in other applicable local, state, or federal laws and rules by: 

(i) Avoiding or otherwise mitigating the impacts; or 

(ii) The county has designated as acceptable certain levels of service, land use designations, 



development standards, or other land use planning required or allowed by the Growth 
Management Act (Chapter 36.70A RCW). 

Where probable significant adverse environmental impacts have not been adequately mitigated, the 
responsible official may condition the project with additional mitigation measures or deny the penn it; 
(c) To detennine if the probable significant adverse environmental impacts have been addressed by an 
existing rule or law of another agency with jurisdiction, the county shall consult orally or in writing with 
that agency and may expressly defer to that agency. In making this deferral, the county shall base or 
condition its project approval on compliance with that agency's rules or laws; 
(d) If the county bases or conditions its SEPA approval of the project wholly or in part on compliance 
with the requirements or mitigation measures identified in subsections (2)(b)(i) and (2)(b)(ii), during 
project review the county shall not impose additional mitigation under SEPA for those impacts so 
conditioned; 
(e) Nothing in this subsection limits the authority of the county in its review or mitigation ofa project 
to adopt or otherwise rely on environmental analyses and requirements under other laws, as provided by 
SEPA. 

(3) Threshold Detennination. The "threshold determination" is the decision regarding whether there is a 
reasonable likelihood that the project will have a probable significant adverse environmental impact on an 
element of the environment. A threshold determination is required for any proposal that meets the definition of 
an "action" under WAC 197-11-704 and is not categorically exempt, a planned action, or subject to WAC 197-
11-600(3). The responsible official shall make and publish the threshold determination for public comment as 
provided in lCC 18.40.780: 

(a) Determination of Significance (DS). If a project may have a probable significant adverse 
environmental impact, a DS shall be issued, and an ElS shall be required. In determining an impact's 
significance, the responsible official shall take into account the guidance in WAC 197-11-330 and 197-11-
794, including: 

(i) Locational, quantitative, and cumulative effects, severity and likelihood of the effects, and 
effects on environmentally sensitive or special areas; and 
(ii) Mitigation measures that will be implemented. The responsible official shall not balance 
whether beneficial aspects of a proposal outweigh its adverse environmental impacts in 
detennining significance. 

(b) Determination of Non significance (DNS). If a project will not have a significant adverse 
environmental impact, a DNS shall be issued. 
(c) Request for Early Indication ofDS. Pursuant to WAC 197-11-350(2) and (6), submission of an 
environmental checklist and prior to the responsible official's threshold determination on a proposal, an 
applicant may ask the responsible official to indicate whether it is considering a DS. If the responsible 
official indicates a DS is likely, the applicant may clarity or change features of the proposal to mitigate the 
impacts that led the responsible official to consider a DS likely. The applicant shall revise the 
environmental checklist as may be necessary to describe the clarifications or changes. The responsible 
official shall make its threshold determination based upon the changed or clarified proposal. If a proposal 
continues to have one or more probable significant adverse environmental impacts, even with mitigation 
measures, an EIS shall be prepared. The county's indication under this section that a DS appears likely shall 
not be construed as a detennination of significance. Likewise, the preliminary discussion of clarifications 
or changes to a proposal shall not bind the county to a mitigated DNS. 

(4) Mitigated Determination of Nonsignificance (MDNS). The responsible official may issue a MDNS as 
provided in this subsection and in WAC 197-11-3W, based on conditions attached to the proposal by the 
responsible official or on changes to or clarifications of the proposal made by the applicant. 

(a) Mitigation measures thatjustity issuance ofa MDNS shall be incorporated in the DNS shall be 
deemed conditions of approval of the permit decision, and may be enforced in the same manner as any 
term or condition of the permit. The county may incorporate implementation or enforcement provisions in 
the MDNS and require performance guarantees. 
(b) If the tentative county decision on a permit or approval does not include mitigation measures that 
were incorporated in a MDNS, the county shall evaluate the threshold detennination to assure consistency 
with WAC 197-11-340(3)(a) (i.e., withdrawal ofa DNS). 

(5) The responsible official shall provide for prompt and coordinated review by government agencies and 



the public on compliance with applicable environmental laws and plans, including mitigation for specific 
probable significant adverse impacts arising from the project that have not been considered and addressed at 
the plan or development regulation level. The county may clarify or change features in their own proposal, and 
may specify mitigation measures in their DNSs, as a result of comments by other agencies or the public or as a 
result of additional agency planning (see WAC 197- I 1-350). 
(6) Durations of comment periods are as provided in lCC 18.40.780. At the end of the comment period 
the threshold determination becomes final unless retained, modified, or withdrawn, and the appeal period 
begins. 
(7) Preparation of EIS. 

(a) Preparation of the draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) and final environmental impact 
statement (FEIS) and supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS) are the responsibility of the 
county under the direction of the responsible official. Before the county issues an EIS the responsible 
official must be satisfied that it complies with this article and with Chapter 197-11 WAC. When a DS is 
issued, an opportunity will be provided to comment on the scope of the EIS that will be developed. 
(b) The DEIS, FEIS or SEIS will be prepared by the county or by a consultant in accordance with 
county procedures established for consultant selection. If the county requires an EIS for a proposal and the 
responsible official determines that a consultant will prepare the EIS, the applicant shall be so notified 
immediately after completion of the threshold determination. 
(c) The county may require an applicant to conduct specific investigations and to provide information 
the county does not possess. The applicant is not required to supply information for the purpose of EIS 
preparation if such information is not required under this article. 
(d) Ifa consultant is preparing an EIS, the responsible official shall assure that the EIS is prepared in a 
responsible manner. The county shall: 

(i) Initiate and coordinate scoping and ensure that the consultant receives all substantive 
information submitted through the scoping process; 
(ii) Assist the consultant in obtaining information from applicants; and 
(iii) Direct the content and organization of the EIS. 

(e) The responsible official shall maintain procedures for preparation ofEISs in accordance with the 
above. 

(8) The DNS and checklist, or FEIS, for non-exempt proposals shall accompany county staff 
recommendations to any appropriate decision-making body (e.g., the hearing examiner). 
(9) The county shall not take any action on the project permit application until the SEPA appeal period 
has lapsed. 
(10) Any appeal of the final SEPA determination shall be heard as provided in lCC 18.40.810. lOrd. 8-06 
§ 1] 

18.40.770 Substantive authority. 
(I) The county may attach conditions to a permit or approval for nonexempt actions pursuant to WAC 
197-1 1-660; provided, that: 

(a) The conditions are necessary to mitigate probable significant adverse environmental impacts 
identified in environmental documents prepared pursuant to this code and Chapter 197-11 WAC; 
(b) .such conditions are in writing; 
(c) The mitigation measures included in such conditions are reasonable and capable of being 
accomplished; 
(d) The responsibility to implement the mitigation measures are imposed only to the extent 
attributable to the identified adverse environmental impacts of the applicant's proposal, although voluntary 
additional mitigation may occur; 
(e) The county has considered whether the requirements of the lefferson County Comprehensive Plan 
and development regulations adopted to implement the Plan, as well as other local, state, and federal laws 
or rules, provide adequate analysis of and mitigation for probable significant adverse environmental 
impacts of the project proposal; and 
(I) Such conditions are based on one or more policies in subsection (3) of this section. 

(2) The county may deny a permit or approval for nonexempt actions pursuant to WAC 197-1 1-660; 



provided, that: 
(a) A finding is made that approving the proposal would be likely to result in probable significant 
adverse environmental impacts that are identified in an FEIS or final SEIS prepared pursuant to this code 
and Chapter 197-11 WAC; 
(b) A finding is made that there are no reasonable mitigation measures capable of being accomplished 
that are sufficient to mitigate the identified impact; 
(c) The denial is based on one or more policies set forth in subsection (3) of this section, 

(3) The county designates and adopts by reference the following county plans, ordinances and policies as 
the basis for exercise of county authority pursuant to this article: 

(a) The county adopts by reference the policies in the following Jefferson County plans and 
ordinances: 

(i) The Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan, as now exists or may hereafter be amended; 
(ii) The Jefferson County Shoreline Master Program, as now exists or may hereafter be 
amended; 
(iii) This Unified Development Code, as now exists or may hereafter be amended; 
(iv) The Jefferson County building code, Chapter l~,&~ JCC, as now exists or may hereafter 
be amended; 
(v) The Jefferson County flood damage protection ordinance, Chapter 12, 15 JCC, as now 
exists or may hereafter be amended; 
(vi) The Jefferson County stormwater management ordinance, JCC lLl,P,070, as now exists 
or may hereafter be amended; 
(vii) The Jefferson County Road, Traffic and Circulation Standards, as they now exist or may 
hereafter be amended; 
(viii) The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings; and 
(ix) All other county plans, ordinances, regulations and guidelines adopted after the effective 
date of this Unified Development Code, 

(b) The policies enumerated in RCW 43,21C.020, 
(c) The county further designates and adopts the following policies as the basis for its exercise of 
authority pursuant to this article, The county shall use all practicable means, consistent with other essential 
considerations of state policy, to improve and coordinate plans, functions, programs and resources to the 
end that the state and its citizens may: 

(i) Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding 
generations; 
(ii) Assure for all people of the state of Washington and Jefferson County a safe, healthful, 
productive and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surrounding; 
(iii) Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk to 
health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences; 
(iv) Preserve important historic, cultural and natural aspects of our national heritage; 
(v) Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum attainable 
recycling of depletable resources; and 
(vi) Achieve a balance between popUlation and resource use, which will permit a high quality 
of life for all residents of Jefferson County, lOrd, 8-06 § I] 

18.40.780 Public notice and comment. 
(1) When the responsible official makes a threshold determination and issues a DNS or MDNS under 
WAC 197-1 1-340(2), the responsible official shall use the "optional DNS process" pursuant to WAC 197-11-
355, Under this process, where the county is the lead agency for a project and the responsible official has a 
reasonable basis for determining significant adverse environmental impacts are unlikely, it shall use a single 
integrated 14-day comment period to obtain comments on the notice of application and the likely threshold 
determination for the proposal. There will be no second comment period when the DNS or MDNS is issued, 

(a) The notice of application shall contain the information regarding the optional DNS process as set 
forth in JCC 18.40,190(11), and shall be noticed as set forth in JCC 18.40,210, The notice of application 
and environmental checklist shall be sent to agencies with jurisdiction, the Department of Ecology, affected 



tribes, and each local agency or political subdivision whose public services would be changed as a result of 
the implementation of the proposal, as well as anyone requesting a copy of the environmental checklist for 
the specific proposal. 
(b) For Type II projects, the threshold determination shall be issued concurrently with the notice of the 
administrator's decision on the underlying project, as further set forth in lCC 18.40.320(3). 
(c) For Type 1II projects, the notice of the threshold determination shall be issued concurrently with 
the notice of public hearing on the underlying project before the hearing examiner. 
(d) If the county indicates on the notice of application that a DNS or MDNS is likely, an agency with 
jurisdiction may assume lead agency status during the comment period on the notice of application 
pursuant to WAC 197-11-355(3) and 197-11-948. 
(e) Type I projects that are not categorically exempt from SEP A shall be subject to notice of 
application and comment period provisions ofJCC 18.40. I 50 through 18.40.220, as well as the notice 
requirements of this section. 
(I) If a DS is made concurrent with the notice of application, the DS and scoping notice shall be 
combined with the notice of application; provided, however, that the DS/scoping notice may be issued 
before the notice of application (RCW 36. 70B.ll 0). If sufficient information is not available to make a 
threshold determination when the notice of application is issued, the DS may be issued later in the review 
process (WAC 197- I 1-310(6». If the responsible official issues a DS under WAC 197-1 I -360(3), the 
responsible official shall state the scoping procedure for the proposal in the DS, as required by WAC 197-
11-408, by publishing notice in the official county newspaper. 

(2) If the county issues a DEIS under WAC 197-11-455(5), FEIS under WAC 197-1 I -560, or SEIS under 
WAC 197-11-620, notice of availability of the documents shall be given by publishing notice in the official 
county newspaper; by notifying groups which have expressed interest in a certain proposal being considered; 
by notifying the news media; by sending notice to agency mailing lists; and by other means deemed 
appropriate by the responsible official. 
(3) The applicant shall be responsible for all costs of the public notice requirements under this article. 
(4) Comment periods begin with the publication of notice as provided in this section. Comments must be 
received within: 

(a) Fourteen calendar days for a DNS or MDNS; 
(b) Twenty-one calendar days for a DS and scoping notice. Pursuant to WAC 197-11-408(2)(a)Oii), 
the date of issuance for purposes of computing this comment period shall be the date the DS is sent to the 
Department of Ecology and other agencies with jurisdiction and is made publicly available; and 
(c) Thirty calendar days for a DEIS. 

(5) The responsible official shall consider timely comments on the notice of application and either issue a 
DNS or MDNS with no comment period using the procedures set forth in Article IV of this chapter and this 
article; issue a DS; or require additional information or studies prior to making a threshold determination. A 
copy of the DNS or mitigated DNS shall be sent to agencies with jurisdiction, the Department of Ecology, 
those who commented, and anyone requesting a copy. A copy of the enviromnental checklist need not be 
recirculated. 
(6) A DNS or MDNS becomes final at the end of the comment period unless the determination is 
modified or withdrawn by the responsible official. 

(a) When a DS is withdrawn and a DNS issued, a new notice must be published as provided in this 
section, and a 14-calendar-day comment period provided on the new threshold determination. 
(b) When a DNS is withdrawn and a DS issued, a new notice must be published as provided in this 
section, and a 2 I-calendar-day comment period provided on the new threshold determination and scoping 
notice. 

(c) If modified, the threshold determination becomes final upon publication of notice as provided in 
this section by the responsible official. A new appeal period shall then commence. 

(7) Notice for public hearings shall be given consistent with this section and lCC 18.40.230, and may be 
combined with other notice(s). lOrd. 8-06 § I] 
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Jefferson County Code 

18.40.040 Project permit application framework. 

Table 8-1. Permits - Decisions 

Type ,I Type II Type III Type IV Type V 

Septic permits Classification of unnamed and Reasonable economic use Final plats under Chapter 18.35 Special use permits under lCe 
discretional), uses under Article II of variances under JCe 18.15.220 lCC \8.15.110 
Chapter 18.15 JCe 

Allowed uses not requiring notice of Release of six-year FPA moratorium PRRDs under Article VI-M of Final PRRDs under Article Vl-M Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan 
application (e_g., "Yes" uses listed in Table for an individual single-family Chapter 18.15 JCe and major of Chapter 18.15 JCe amendments under Chapter 18.45 JCe 
3-1 in lce 18.15.04Q, building pelmit'>, etc.) residence under lCe Jjl.20.160 amendments to PRRDs under Jee 

18.15.545(3) 

Minor amendments to planned rural Cottage industries under JCC Shoreline substantial development Amendments to development 
residential developments (PRRDs) under L8J O.1.2.Q permits for secondary uses, and regulations including amendments to 
JCCll...,15.545 conditional and variance permits this UOC and the Land Use Districts 

under the Jefferson County Map 
Shoreline Master Program (SMP) 

Home businesses approved under lCC Short subdivisions under Article IV Plat alterations and vacations Amendments to the Jefferson County 
ll.20,200 of Chapter 18.35 lCC under JCC 18.35.030(3) SMP 

Temporary outdoor use pennits under lCC Binding site plans under Article V Long subdivisions under Article V Subarea and utility plans and 
18.20.3B.!1 of Chapter 18.35 lee of Chapter 18.35 Jee amendments thereto 

Stonnwater management pennits under JCC Administr<ltive conditional use Discretionary conditional use Development agreements and 
111.30.070 permits under lCe 18.40 .slU( I) permits under leC 18.40.520(2) amendments thereto under Article Xl 

[i.e., listed in Table 3-\ in JCC [i.e., listed in Table 3-\ in lCe of this ch<lpter 
18.15.040 as "C(a)"] H,15.040 as "C(d)"] where 

required by administr<ltor 

Road access penn its under lee l],3Q,08Q Discretionary conditional use Conditional use permits under Master plans for master planned 
penuits under JCC 18,40.52U(2) JCe \8.40520(3) (Le., uses listed resorts 
[I.e., listed in Table 3~1 in lCC in Table 3-1 in JCe UU5.040 as 
18.15.040 as "C(d)"] unless Type III "C") 
process required by administrator 

Sign permits under Jce .LliJ.QJ.2fl Minor variances under lCe Major variances under JCe 
1840640(1) HAO.640(2) 

Boundary line adjustments under Article II Shoreline substantia! development Wireless telecommunications 
of Chapter 18.35 JCC penuits for primary uses under pennits under JeC 1.&..20. qQ and 

Jefferson eounty SMP Chapter 18.42 Jee 

Minor adjustments to approved pre!imimry Wireless te!ecommunic<ltions Major industria! development 
short plats under JCC H).?:J.,iQ penuits under JeC .L§ ... ~.{)JlQ and conditional use approval under 

Ch<lpter 18.42 Jec Article VIII of Chapter 18.15 

Minor amendment,> to approved preliminary Small-scale recre<ltion <lnd tourist 
lCC Forest practices release of a 



long plats under JCC JJ.35·24.Q (SRT) uses in SRT overlay district moratorium under Chapter ~.~O 
under JCe ill_5572. Plat lCC 

Site plan approval advance detenninations alterations under JCC 
under Article VII of this chapter l1t15.67Q. Appeals of enforcement 

Exemptions under the Jefferson County SMP 
actions under Chapter 18.50 JCC 

Revisions to penuits issued under the Jefferson County SMP 

I Ifnot categorically exempt pursuant to SEPA, Type I projects shall be subject to the notice requirement'> of JCC 18.40.! 50 
through 18.40.220 and Article X of this chapter (the SEPA integration section)_ 

Table 8-2. Action Types ~ Process 

Projed Permit Application Procedures (Types I ~ IV) Legislative 

Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V 

Recommendation made by Project planner Project planner Project planner N/A Planning 
commission I 

Final decision Administrator Administrator Hearing examiner Board of county Board of county 
made by: commissioners commissioners 

Notice of application: No Yes Yes No NlA 

Open record No Only if Yes, before hearing No Yes, before planning 
public hearing: administrator's examiner, prior to commission to make 

decision is appealed, pennit decision by recommendation to 
open record hearing the hearing examiner board of county 
before hearing commissioners 
examiner 

Closed record No No No N/A Yes, or board of 
appeal/final decision: county 

commissioners could 
hold its own hearing 

Judicial appeal: Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 2 

J Type V land use actions are subject to review and recommendation by the plarming commission. However, utility 
plans and moratoria and interim zoning controls adopted under RCW 36.70A.390 are not subject to review and 
consideration by the planning commission.2 Pursuant to RCW 36.70A.250 and 26.70A.28\1, the Western 
Washington Growth Management Hearings Board (WWGMHB) is authorized to hear and determine petitions 
a!ieging that the county is not in compliance with the requirements of Chapter .:?§ .... ,IQA RCW, Chapter 90,58 RCW as 
it relates to the adoption of the Shoreline Master Program, or Chapter 43.21 C RCW as it relates to plans, 
development regulations, or amendments, adopted under RCW 36.70A.040 or Chapter 9.0.58 RCW. Direct judicial 
review may also be obtained pursuant to RCW 36.70A.295. 

Ifnot categorically exempt pursuant to SEPA, Type I projects shall be subject to the notice requirements of lCC 18.40.150 through 18.40.220 and Article X of 



this chapter (the SEPA integration section). 

Type I: 
notice. 
Type II: 
examiner. 

SUMMARY OF DECISION-MAKING 
In most cases, administrative without notice. However, if a Type I permit is not categorically exempt under SEPA, then, administrative with 

Administrative with notice. Final decision by administrator unless appealed. If appealed, open record hearing and final decision by hearing 

Type III: Notice and open record public hearing before the hearing examiner. Final decision by hearing examiner. Appeal to superior court. 

Type IV: Closed record decision by board of commissioners during a regular public meeting. Type IV decisions are purely ministerial in nature (see Article 
IV of Chapter 18.35 JCe). 
Type V: Except for utility plans, notice and public hearing before planning commission, with planning commission recommendation to board of 
commissioners. Notice of public hearings provided prior to final legislative decisions (see Chapter 18.45 JCe). 
lOrd. 8-06 § I] 
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Jefferson County Code 

18.40.810 Appeals. 
0) Appeal of a Threshold Determination for a Type I Permit Decision. Threshold determinations on Type 
I permit decisions may not be appealed administratively to the hearing examiner. 
(2) Appeal of a Threshold Determination for Type II Permits - Open Record Hearing. The decision of the 
responsible official on Type II permits making a threshold determination of a DNS or MDNS, approving a 
proposal subject to conditions, or denying a proposal under SEPA's substantive authority may be appealed to 
the hearing examiner pursuant to JCC 18.40.28Q for an open record appeal hearing. Any such appeal must be 
filed within the time limits of JCC 18.40.330(2)(b), and must be consolidated with any appeal on the 
underlying Type II permit decision. Any requests for reconsideration shall be governed by JCC 18.40.310. 
(3) Appeal of a Threshold Determination for Type III Permits - Open Record Hearing. The decision of 
the responsible official on Type III permits making a threshold determination of a DNS, approving a proposal 
subject to conditions, or denying a project under SEPA's substantive authority may be appealed to the hearing 
examiner pursuant to lCC 18.40.280. The open record public hearing on the SEPA appeal shall be before the 
hearing examiner, who shall consider the appeal together with the decision on the project application in a 
single, consolidated hearing as further set forth in Article IV ofthis chapter. Any requests for reconsideration 
shall be governed by lCC 18.40.310. 
(4) Appeals of Threshold Determinations for Type V Actions. Threshold determinations of the 
responsible official on Type V decisions (other than a DS) may not be appealed to the hearing examiner. 
(5) Limitations on Appeals for All Types of Permits. When a threshold determination results in a DS it 
shall not be appealable. In addition, issues relating to the adequacy of the EIS and other procedural issues may 
not be appealed under this article. 
(6) Who May Appeal. An applicant or other party of record, as defined in Chapter 18.10 lCC, may file a 
SEPA appeal as provided in this article. 
(7) Time to Appeal Administrative Decisions. A written statement appealing the threshold determination 
must be filed within 14 calendar days after the notice of decision is issued. When the last calendar day (as 
defined in Chapter 18.10 lCe) of the appeal period is a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, the appeal period 
shall run to the next business day. 
(8) Form of Appeal. A person or group appealing the decision of the responsible official shall submit a 
written appeal in the form and manner set forth in lCC 18.40.330(5). Notice of all appeals shall be mailed to 
all parties of record not less than 10 calendar days prior to the date of the public hearing to consider the appeal. 
(9) Scope of Review. The hearing examiner shall affirm, modify or reverse the responsible official's 
decision, and shall enter findings andlor conclusions into the record to support the decision. In making the 
decision, the hearing examin~r shall give deference to and afford substantial weight to the decision of the 
responsible official. Review shall be on a de novo basis. 
(10) Judicial Appeals. Pursuant to RCW 43.21 C.075, if there is a time period for appealing the underlying 
permit decision, appeals under this article shall be commenced within such time period. The county shall give 
official notice stating the date and place for commencing an appeal. 

(a) Optional Limitation Period. If there is no time period for appealing the underlying government 
action, the county, applicant for or proponent of an action may use a notice of action pursuant to RCW 
43.21 e.075 and 43.21 C.OSO. The notice shall describe the action and state time limitations for commencing 
a challenge to that action, in a form substantially similar to that provided in WAC 197-1 1-990. The notice 
shall be published by the department, applicant or proponent pursuant to RCW 43.21 e.080, and any action 
to set aside, enjoin, review or otherwise challenge any such governmental action shall be commenced 
within 21 days from the date of the last newspaper publication of the notice of action, as further set forth in 
RCW ~3.21C.080. 
(b) Exemption. This article does not apply to decisions made pursuant to Chapter 90.58 RCW, the 
Shoreline Management Act. Appeals of SEPA mitigation measures pertaining to projects subject to 
Chapter 2.0.58. RCW shall be made to the shoreline hearings board along with the appeal of the county's 
shoreline decision, as further set forth in Chapter 90.81 RCW. In addition, as an alternative dispute 
resolution process, any SEPA appeal, whether involving a shoreline issue or not, may be made to the 
shoreline hearings board upon the consent of the parties to the action, as further set forth in RCW 
13·2Jl~·(J75(7). 



(11) Violations and Penalties. The administrator is authorized to enforce the provisions of this article 
whenever he or she determines that a condition exists in violation of this article or permit issued hereunder. All 
violations of any provisions ofthis article, incorporated standard or pennit issued pursuant to this article are 
made subject to the provisions of Chapter 1JLSO JCC, which provides for voluntary correction, notice and 
orders to correct the violation, stop work and emergency orders, and assessment of civil penalties, 
(12) Public Nuisance. All violations of this article are determined to be detrimental to the public health, 
safety and welfare and are public nuisances, and may corrected by any reasonable and lawful means, as further 
set forth in Chapter 18.50 JCC. 
(13) Alternative Remedies. As an alternative to any other judicial or administrative remedy provided in 
this article or by law or ordinance, any person who willfully or knowingly violates or fails to comply with any 
stop work order or emergency order issued pursuant to Chapter I 8.S0 JCC is guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction shall be punished as set forth in JCC I 8.S0. I 10. Each day such violation or failure to comply 
continues shall be considered an additional misdemeanor offense. lOrd. 8-06 § 1] 
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2.5.3. Identify Mitigation 

Mitigation is the avoidance, minimization, rectification, 
compensation, reduction, or elimination of adverse impacts to 

built and natural elements of the environment. Mitigation may 
also involve monitoring and a contingency plan for correcting 
problems if they occur. 

In determining mitigation, the lead agency should review 
the environmental checklist and other information available 

on the proposal, including consultations with other agencies. 
Mitigation required under existing local, state, and federal rules 

may be sufficient to eliminate any adverse impacts-or even to 
deny the proposal. 

Additional mitigation can be applied to a proposal with the use of 
SEPA substantive authority, based on identified potential adverse 

impacts to the proposal and the agency's adopted SEPA procedures27
. 

(See section on Using SEP A in Decision Making on page 73.) Mitigation 
conditions must also be reasonable and capable of 
being accomplished. 

It may also be possible to work cooperatively with 
the proponent to make changes to the proposal 
that will reduce and eliminate the significant 
adverse impacts. Voluntary mitigation may 

Mitigation conditions 
must be included in the 
permit or approval to 
allow enforcement. 

sometimes exceed the level that could be required of the applicant under 
regulatory authority, and produce a much improved and more desirable project. 

Other agencies with jurisdiction or expertise, and the public may assist the lead 
agency in determining appropriate mitigation for a proposal. This can be done 
prior to the threshold determination (see discussion on Notices of Application on 
page 92 and previous Section 2.5.2.2. Consultations), or may result from 
comments received on a threshold determination (ONS or OS/scoping notice), or 
draft EIS. 

27 Cities and counties should also be aware that they may be restricted from requiring mitigation for 
impacts that have been designated as acceptable or "adequately addressed" by their local legislative body. 
See section 6.3.4. on page 98. 
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Consistently with prior case law,'08 the Rules clearly state that the 
threshold detennination is not a proper occasion to set-off a proposal's 
favorable environmental effects and other social and economic benefits 
against its independently significant adverse environmental impact.'09 

Such balancing is appropriate in ultimately deciding upon the proposed 
action"O but not in the threshold detennination. Such impennissible 
balancing of environmental costs against environmental and other 
benefits should be carefully distinguished from the pennissible "miti
gated DNS"lll in which an initially significant proposal is modified to 
bring impacts below the level of significance. 

[2] The Standard of Judicial Review of Threshold Determina. 
tions 

The policies of SEPA are reflected in the standards of review which 
the courts apply to agency threshold detenninations. In keeping with 
SEPA's mission to infuse government decisionmaking with environ
mental consciousness so that the quality of the environment is 
detennined "by deliberation, not default,"112 agency decisions to 
forego EIS preparation are closely scrutinized while positive threshold 
detenninations are more deferentially reviewed. 

Until expressly acknowledged by a 1983 SEPA amendment, 113 

judicial review of agency compliance with SEPA's requirements was 

108 ASARCO Inc. v. Air Quality Coalition, above note 94. 

109 WAC 197-11-330(5). See King County v. Boundary Review Board. 122 Wn. 2d 
648.666 n.ll. 860 P.2d 1024 (1993). 

110 See, e.g .. ASARCO Inc. v, Air Quality Coalition, above note 94; Sisley v. San 
Juan County. 89 Wn. 2d 78.89.569 P.2d 712.718 (1977)("The most important aspect 
of SEPA is full consideration of environmental values. RCW 43.2IC.030(2)(b) and 
this policy is carried out by the EIS procedure. However. the need for an EIS does not 
mean a proposed project cannot be built. It merely assures a full disclosure and 
consideration of environmental information prior to the construction of the project. "); 
Norway Hill Preservation & PrOlectionAss'n v. King County Council, 87 Wn. 2d 267. 
272-73. 552 P.2d 674. 677 (1976) ("[The environmental impact statement] is the basis 
upon which the responsible agency and officials can make the balancing judgment 
mandated by SEPA between the benefits to be gained by the proposed 'major action' 
and its impact upon the environment. "). 

III WAC 197-11-350; Hayden v. City of Port Townsend. above note 32; Brown v. 
City 0/ Tacoma, above note 32. 

112 See, e.g., Norway Hill Preservation & Protection Ass'n v. King County 
Council. 87 Wn. 2d 267. 272. 552 P.2d 674. 677 (1976). 

113 RCW 43.21C.075. 

(Rei. \9·1212007 Pub.82760) I 
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Jddres:;ed by the stature and occurred pUrSL1,lnt to the <\dm!nistrJtive Proce
dures Act 1l4 in dudlenges of state agency determinatiuns or the court's 
inherent. or statut-ory po\vcrs 115 in l'aSt>~ 1...',onle,',;I.ing t.:'Il'al al...'tinll, The presenl 
St3tlltO!) recognition of the ,wuilability of judicia! revle\v does not specify 
standards of review < However. sinl.:e 197 J, SEPA has directed the courts to 
<LL'curd "sLlb~ulntial weight" to iJgt'Ilt:y lhrc.shoJd delennlnatiulls. 116 In 
choosing, appropriate ~tandard5 of review for agency SEPA compliance. the 
courts have been guided primarity by their inte!11retations of SEPA's policies 
and plltp{)~e() JIlll have seemed relatively unconstraine.u by the .>;t8.lutory call 
for judicial u'CJe.',re.nce 1 I 7 and the- rather vague.' and ne:dbte standard of revic'l-v 
provisions in the Administrative Procedure Act,118 and writ of review 
statute,"9 and, since 1995. the Land Use Petition Act (LUPA),119a which 
governs most judicial review of local land use regulatory actions. 

In its first decision on the correctness of an agency' s negati ve threshold 
determination, the state Supreme Court, without explanation or elaboration, 
employed the "arbitrary or capricious" standard of review. 120 The court 

114 Ch. 34.04. RCW. 

115 Shol" v. Clallam Caullty, 22 Wn.App. 825. 829, 593 P.2d 821 (1979); Riggills 
v. Housing Authority ofSeaftle, 87 Wn.2d 97, 549 P.2d 480 (1976); R.L. SETTLE, 
WASHINGTON LAND USE AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND PRACTICE 
§ 8.1 (]983) [hereinafter cited as R.L. SETTLE]. 

116 RCW 43.21C.090; Anderson v. Pierce County, supra note 32. 

117 RCW 43.21C.090. But see Ass'n of Rural Residents \I. Kitsrlp COt-lnry, l41 \Vn.2d 
185,4 P.3d ItS (2000) where the court, without citing RCW 43.21C.090. called for 
judicial deference to the County Commissioners' mitig:lted determination of nonsigni
ficanee decision, holJing that the tria! eourt erred by deferring, instead, to the Hearing 
Examiner's determination of significance since the e,xaminer's decision was not final 
but merely a recommendation to Bonrd of County Commissione.rs: West 514 bu. v. 
Spokane County, 53 Wn.App. 838, 845, 770 P2d 1065 (1989). 

118 Ch. 34.04, RCW. The standards of review of the state Administrative Proce
dures Act are now codified in RCW 34.05.570. In Plum Creek Timba Co. v. Forest 
Practices Appeals Board, 99 Wn.App. 579. 993 P.2d 287 (2000). the court applied 
the. substantial evidence standard of RCW 34.05.570(3)(e) in reviewing a DNS for 
a proposed road requiring a pemlit under the Forest Practices Act. Without referring 
to SEPA's directive [hat courts give suhstaIltiaJ weight to agency threshoJd deterrniml· 
tions, RCW 43.21 C.090, the court did so in concluding that the Forest Practices 
Appeals Board determination of no sigmJic.ant recreatlouaJ or aesthetic impacts. was 
reasonable and sllpporlc.d by substantial evidence. 

119 RCW 7.16.030-.140: R.L. SETTLE. supra note 115. at § 8.2(a). 

119a RCW Ch. 36.70C. 

120 Narrowsview Preservation Ass'n v. City of Tacoma, 84 Wn.2d 416, 423, 526 
P.2d 897 (1974). In Narrowsview, the standard acru;}n~ was articulated as "arbitrary 
,'1nd capricious." The' req i~ more often ;;,.;,:pff',ssed in the altemr:t[ive. '\lrhitrary or 
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reasoned that this standard was satisfied because there was "careful consider
ation of the environmental impact, numerous affected agencies were contacted 
for opinions and a full public hearing was held."' 121 In the next sentence of 
the opinion the court implied that it also was applying a substantial evidence 
standard of review, 122 either as a separately applicable standard or as an 
element of the arbitrary or capricious standard. Without specifying the 
substantial supporting evidence. the court upheld the city's negative threshold 
determination. 

Unfortunately, Washington courts seem to enlist the arbitrary or capricious 
standard of review to perfonu several roles without clearly acknowledging 
and identifying them. 123 To the extent that the courts are reviewing the 
accuracy of an agency factual detennination 12. it is appropriate to articulate 
the standard in tenus of substantial evidence in the record supporting the 
administrative fact-fmding. '2S However, when the agency decision subject 
to review involves the application of a statutory legal standard to facts and 

capricious" form as it appears in the Administrative Procedure Act (ReW 
34.04.130(6» which, although only applicable to review of state agency decisions, 
is often acknowledged in cases reviewing local action. See, e.g., Norway Hill, supra 
note 112. Washington courts have attached no significance to whether the standard 
is expressed conjunctively or alternatively. 

121Id. 84 Wn.2d at 423, 593 P.2d at 902. 
122 "There was, as wen, substantial evidence to support the administrative ded~ 

sion," Id. 

123 A notable exception is Short v. Clallam County, 22 Wn.App. 825, 831, 593 
P.2d 821, 825 (1979). There the court identified two separate and functionally different 
administrative detenninations subject to review-the finding that Short intended to 
construct additional warehouses, a pure factual determination, and the conclusion that 
the issuance of a permit for Short's proposal was a "major action" within the meaning 
of RCW 43.21C.Q30(2)(c), "at the least, a mixed question of law and fact or, at the 
most, a pure question of law." The court then decided that the arbitrary or capricious 
(presumably substantial evidence) standard applied to the factual determination and 
the "contrary to law" standard applied to law application determination. 

See generally, Abrahams, Scope of Review of Administrative Action in Washington: 
A Proposal, 14 Gonzaga L. Rev. 75 (1978) [hereinafter cited as Abrahams]. 

124 "A finding of fact is the assertion that a phenomenon has happened or is or 
will be happening independent of or anterior to any assertion as to its legal effect." 
L. JAFFE, JUDICIAL CONTROL OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 546-48 (1965). 
See Leschi Improvement Council v. Washington State Highway Comm 'n, 84 Wn.2d 
271, 283-84, 525 P.2d 774 (1974). 

125 See, e.g., Stempel v. Dep't of Water Resources, 82 Wn.2d 109, 114, 508 P.2d 
166, 169 (1973) ("A finding can be held to be 'arbitrary or capricious' if there is 
no support for it in the record ... "); State ex rei. Perry v. City of Seattle, 69 Wn.2d 
816, 821,420 P.2d 704 (1966). 

(RcU4-12102 Pub.82760) 
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the agency, by virtue of its special expertise and competence, is deemed 
worthy of deference, the standard tends to be articulated in terms of a minimal 
level of either substantive rationality 126 or procedural respectability. 127 

Thus, the arbitrary or capricious standard seems to be Washington's most 
deferential standard for reviewing administrative action, with different 
components for review of agency factfinding and law application. 128 

In Norway Hill Preservation and Protection Association v. King County 
Council, 12. the court extensively treated the question of the appropriate level 
of judicial scrutiny of negative threshold determinations and held that they 
must survive not only the deferential arbitrary or capricious standard but also 
the broader "clearly erroneous" standard. 

As with the arbitrary or capricious standard, the court's articulation of the 
clearly erroneous standard can be interpreted as containing different elements 
for reviewing agency fact· finding and law application functions. As stated 
by the court in Norway Hill, the first element of the standard indicates closer 
scrutiny of agency fact-finding: 

'The 'clearly erroneous' standard provides a broader review than the 
'arbitrary Of capricious' standard because it mandates a review of the 

126 See, e.g., Barrie v. Kitsap County, 93 Wn.2d 843, 850, 613 P.2d 1I48, 1I52 
(1982) quoting Buell v. City 0/ Bremerton, 80 Wn.2d 518, 526, 495 P.2d 1358 (1972) 
and Bishop v. Town a/Haughton, 69 Wn.2d 786, 794, 420 P.2d 368 (1967) ("Arbitrary 
and capricious conduct is 'willful and unreasonable action, without consideration and 
[inJ disregard of facts Of circumstances. Where there is room for two opinions, action 
is not arbitrary and capricious when exercised honestly and upon due consideration 
though it may be felt that a different conclusion might have been reached.' "); 
Deaconess Hospital v. Washington State Highway Comm 'n, 66 Wn.2d 378, 405-406, 
403 P.2d 54 (1965). . 

127 E.g., Narrowsview Preservation Ass'n v. City of Tacoma, 84 Wn.2d 416, 423, 
526 P.2d 897, 902 (1974) ("The administrative decision of the city government would 
not appear to have been arbitrary and capricious under any standard we have 
previously announced. There was a careful consideration of the environmental impact, 
numerous affected agencies were contacted for opinions and a full public hearing was 
held."). 

128 Washington's deferential arbitrary or capricious standard with its bare rational
ity requirement is deemed an appropriate standard for reviewing agency law 
application detenninations only when the agency's special expertise or competence 
as to such determinations make it worthy of judicial deference. Thus, the special 
knowledge of local conditions and values of local legislative bodies entitles their 
substantive zoning determinations to deferential review. On the other hand, City 
Council applications of laws which constrain them, such as SEPA or the appearance 
of fairness doctrine (42.36, RCW), may properly be viewed with a judicial "grain 
of salt" and not enjoy deferential review. See Shon v. Clallam County, supra note 
123. 

129 Supra note 112. 

(ReLl5-12103 Pub.82760) 
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entire record and all the evidence rather than just a search for substantial 
evidence to support the administrative finding or decision," 130 

13-26 

The court's defirrition goes on to include another element which is irrelevant 
to pure factual determinations 131 and relates only to agency law interpretation 
and application: 

"judicial review under the 'clearly erroneous' standard set out in RCW 
34.04.130(6)(e) also requires consideration of the 'public policy' 
contained in the act of the legislature authorizing the decision," 132 

[Emphasis added.] 

Occasionally, the courts have applied the broader clearly erroneous standard 
of review to pure adutinistrative fact-finding. 132. More often the standard 
has been employed-instead of, or in addition to, the bare rationality 
component of the arbitrary or capricious standard-to review agency applica
tion of statutory legal standards to relevant facts 133 where less deference to 
agency expertise and competence is deemed appropriate. In Norwa:y Hill, the 
court held that negative threshold determinations (agency applications of the 
statutory standard, "significantly affecting the quality of the environment," 
to findings offact concerning a proposal's environmental effects) were subject 
to not only the arbitrary or capricious standard but also the less deferential 
clearly erroneous standard of judicial review. 134 The coun reasoned that close 

130 !d. 87 Wn.2d at 274, 552 P.2d at 678. 
131 Supra note 124. 

132 Supra note 112, 87 Wn.2d at 274, 552 P.2d at 678-679. 
132. The clearest example is Swift v. Island County, 87 Wn.2d 348, 360, 552 P.2d 

175 (1976). 
133 NOlway Hill Preservation & Protection Ass 'n '\I, King County Council, supra 

note 112, 87 Wn.2d at 273, 552 P.2d at 678 (''For the reasons stated above, we feel 
that judicial review of 'negative threshold deternrinations' beyond that provided under 
the 'arbitrary or capricious' standard is necessary. A 'negative threshold determina
tion' is more than a simple finding of fact because the correctness of a no significant 
impact determination is integrally linked to the act's mandated public policy of 
environmental consideration."). 

134 Jd. The court also acknowledged the well-established Washington principle gov-
erning judicial review of such cases that: 

[a]n appellate court, upon appeal from a superior court's application of 
any particular standard in reviewing an administrative decision, "applies 
the same standard directly to the administrative decision." Department 
of EcoloiD' v. Ballard Elks Lodge, 84 Wash,2d 551, 555, 527 P.2d 1121, 
1124 (1974); see Fann Supply Distribs" Inc, v. State Util. & Transp. 
Comm'n, supra, 83 Wash.2d at 448, 518 P.2d 1237. Consequently, it 
is proper for us, having decided that the "clearly erroneous" standard 
is the correct one for reviewing "negative threshold determinations," to 

(ReU5--l2J03 Pub.82760) 
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judicial scrutiny of agency decisions to forego EIS preparation was appropri
ate because SEPA's policy of full disclosure of environmental consequences 
would be frustrated by erroneous negative threshold determinations and the 
administrative burden of EIS preparation might tempt agencies to set the 
threshold too high,13S 

The clearly erroneous standard which, since Norway Hill, consistently has 
been applied to detemtinations of nonsignificance directs the reviewing court 
to consider the entire administrative record and the public policy underlying 
the relevant statutory standard and to invalidate the agency decision if fmnly 
convinced that a ntis take has been made. 136 Distinguishing judicial review 

apply that standard and review the J{jng County Council's decision in 
this case, that approval of the preliminary plat for the Norway Vista 
project "would not constitute a major action significantly affecting the 
quality of the environment." 

The court "disapproved" of its decision in Narrowsview Preservation Ass 'n v. City 
of Tacoma, 84 Wn.2d 416, 526 P.2d 897 (1974) to the extent that it suggested that 
negative threshold determinations were subject only to arbitrary or capricious review. 
Id. at n.6. 

135 ASARCO Inc. v. Air Quality Coalition, 92 Wn.2d 685, 70{}-701. 601 P.2d 501 
(1979) ("[t)he purpose of the broad scope of review is to ensure that an agency, in 
considering the need for an EIS, does not yield to the temptation of expediency thus 
short~circuiting the thoughtful decision~making process contemplated by SEPA"); 
Sisley v. San Juan County, 89 Wn.2d 78, 84, 569 P.2d 712 (1977); Norway Hill 
Preservation & Protection Ass'n v. King County Council, 87 Wn.2d 267, 273, 552 
P.2d 674 (1976) ("In order to achieve this public policy it is important that an 
environmental impact statement be prepared in all appropriate cases. As a result, the 
initial determination by the 'responsible official,' see RCW 43.2IC.030(2)(c), as to 
whether the action is a 'major actions significantly affecting the quality of the 
environment' is very important. The policy of the act, which is simply to insure via 
a 'detailed statement' the full disclosure of environmental information so that 
enviIonmental matterS can be given proper consideration during decision making. is 
thwarted whenever an incorrect 'threshold determination' is made. The determination 
that an action is not a 'major action significantly affecting the quality of the 
environment' means that the detailed impact statement of SEPA is not required before 
the action is taken or the decision is made. Consequently, '[w]ithout a judicial check, 
the temptation would be to short~circuit the process by setting statement thresholds 
as high as possible within the vague bounds of the arbitrary or capricious standard. 
Anderson, The National Environmental Policy Act, in Federal Environmental Law 
361 (1974); see Note. Threshold Detenninations under Section I02(2)(C) of NEPA: 
The Casefor "Reasonableness" As A StandardJorludicial Review. 16 Wm. & Mary 
L. Rev. 107, 109 (1975)."). 

136 See, e.g., Ass'n of Rural Residents v. Kitsap County. 141 Wn.2d 185, 4 P.3d 
115 (2000); Sisley v. San Juan County, 89 Wn.2d 78, 84, 569 P.2d 712, 716 (1977) 
('The scope of judicial review of a governmental detennination of 'no environmental 

(ReL15-12103 Pub.82760) 
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under the clearly erroneous and arbitrary or capricious standards, the court 
has emphasized that the former is broader mandating review of the "entire 
record and all the evidence" 137 in light of SEPA' s policies138 

In Ass'n of Rural Residents v. Kitsap County,138. the Supreme Court 
reaffIrmed the applicability of the clearly erroneous standard of review to 
determinations of nonsignillcance. The court went on to hold, in the LUPA 
action, 138b that the trial court should have accorded deference to the ntitigated 
determination of nonsignificance of the Board of County Comntissioners. The 
trial court erred by deferring to the Hearing Examiner's conclusion that an 
EIS was required since, under Kitsap County's ordinance, the Examiner's 
decision was not final but only a recommendation to the County 
Commissioners. 

The clearly erroneous standard does not authorize courts reviewing 
negative threshold decisions to make a de novo determination as would be 
appropriate for pure questions of law. 139 A court must not merely disagree 
but bave a "definite and firm conviction that a ntistake has been comntit
ted." 140 Thus, in Norway Hill, the court concluded that the clearly erroneous 
standard satisfies SEPA' s call for according "substantial weight" 141 to 

significance' is extremely broad. The appropriate standard by which to review such 
administrative decisions is the 'clearly erroneous' test. Norway Hill Preservation & 
Protection Ass'n v. King County Council, supra, 87 Wn.2d at 274-76, 552 P.2d 674. 
A negative threshold determination is " .. "clearJy erroneous" if, despite supporting 
evidence, the reviewing court on the record can finnly conclude "a mistake has been 
committed."). For an extensive discussion of review of an agency negative threshold 
determination by the clearly erroneous standard, see Swift v. Island Courtty, 87 Wn.2d 
348,552 P.2d 175 (1976); Anderson v. Pierce County, supra note 32 (applying clearly 
erroneous standard to challenge of MDNS). 

137 Norway Hill Preservation & Protection Ass'n v. King County Council, 87 Wn.2d 
267, 274, 552 P.2d 674, 678 (1976). 

13B E.g., Sisley v. San Juan County: Swift v. Island County, supra note 136. 

138. 141 Wn.2d 185, 4 P.3d 115 (2000). See also Wenatchee Sportsmen Ass 'n v. 
Chelan County, 141 Wn.2d 169, 4 PJd 123(2000). 

138b The Washington Land Use Petition Act (LUPA), RCW Ch. 36.7OC, is now 
the means of obtaining judicial review of most local land use actions. 

139 See Leschi Improvement Council v. Washington State Highway Comm 'n, 84 
Wn.2d 271, 285-86, 525 P.2d 774 (1974). 

140 Norway Hill Preservation & Protection Ass'n v. King County Council, 87 Wn.2d 
267, 274, 552 P.2d 674, 678 (1976). 

141 RCW 43.21C.090. See Boehm v. City o/Vcmcouver, 111 Wn.App. 171,47 P.3d 
137 (2002); Moss v. City a/Bellingham, 109 Wn.App. 6, 31 P.3d 703 (2001); Anderson 
v. Pierce County, supra note 32 and West 514 Inc. v. Spokane County, supra note 
117, where the courts applied the clearly erroneous standard in reviewing a MDNS 
while stressing that the clearly erroneous standard is qualified by the directive of RCW 
43.21C.090 to defer to agency threshold determination. See § 13.01[2J, supra. 

(ReI. 15-12103 Pub.82760) 
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agency threshold determinations."2 

Short v. Clallam County,''' the only appellate decision actually 
deciding the correctness of a positive threshold determination,''' 
contains elaborate and persuasive justification for more deferential 
review of positive than negative threshold determinations. SEPA's 
central policy of environmental full disclosure and deliberation is 
faithfully served by close jUdicial scrutiny of determinations of 
nonsignificance and deferential review of determinations of signifi
cance. While incorrect ONSs thwart SEPA's mission, incorrect OSs do 
not. 

However, close scrutiny of the Shan decision reveals that, having 
paid homage to SEPA's policies and the desireability of deferential OS 
review, the court adopted a standard of review for positive determina
tions which actually is less deferential than the clearly erroneous 
standard applicable to negative determinations. Commendably, the 
court identified two quite functionally distinct administrative determi
nations within the challenged OS: the agency's finding that Short 
intended to construct additional warehouses on the site in the future, a 
purely factual determination, and the agency's conclusion that Short's 
proposal constituted a "major action" under SEPA, "at the least, a 
mixed question of law and fact or, at the most, a pure question of 
law."l •• While review of the purely factual determination was gov
erned by the deferential arbitrary and capricious standard, the court 
deemed review of the law application determination to be essentially 
de novo. That is, the agency's interpretation of the statutory standard, 
"major action significantly affecting the quality of the environment," to 

'.2 Above note 140. 87 Wn. 2d at 275, 552 P.2d at 679. Compare Leschi 
Improvement Council v. Washington State Highway Comm 'n, above note 139, where 
the court characterized agency detennination of EIS adequacy as a question of law 
reviewable de novo notwithstanding RCW 43.21C.090 which directs courts to accord 
substantia1 weight to both threshold a adequacy determinations. Pease Hill v. Spokane 
County 62 Wn. App. 800. 809. 816 P.2d 37 (1991 )("In reviewing the SEPA [negative 
threshold] decision. the reviewing court recognizes and defers to the expertise of the 
administrative agency.''). 

143 22 Wn. App. 825,593 P.2d 821 (1979): Anderson v. Pierce County, above 
note 32, 936 P.2d at 439. 

144 In D.E.B. T., Ltd. v. Board of Clallam County Commissioners, 24 Wn. App. 
136, 600 P.2d 628 (1979), the appellate coun did not reach the issue of the correctness 
of the positive detennination because it was not properly challenged at trial. 

'.5 Short v. Clallam County, above note 143.22 Wo. App. at 831, 593 P.2d at 
825. 

(Rd. 18·1212006 Pub.82760) 
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include Short's proposal was reviewable by a "contrary to law" 
standard which meant the court would "conduct its own independent 
review of the Board's decision."l46 The court recognized that although 
the law application determinations within an agency's special expertise 
or competence are entitled to substantial deference, the County Board 
did not have any special expertise or competence in the meaning of 
SEPA, a state law which constrains the actions of all state and local 
agencies. As to such law application determinations, the court "should 
be the final arbiter."l47 Since there was "no sound reason for any 
reviewing court to defer to the Board's interpretation of SEPA in this 
instance,"l48 the court went on to conduct decidedly non-deferential 
review and overturned the Board's positive threshold determination. 

Since in threshold determination challenges the dispute is generally 
over the agency's interpretation of the meaning of the statutory 
standard, "significantly affecting," as applied to the facts, Short 
actually seems to have adopted a standard of de novo review which is 
less deferential than the clearly erroneous standard by which negative 
threshold determinations are reviewed. However, the court's policy 
reasoning in Short leads to the contrary conclusion that the law 
application component of negative threshold determinations should be 
scrutinized more closely. If the rationale of Short is adopted in the 
context of negative determinations, their law application component 
should be subject to non-deferential de novo review. '48• Such an 
outcome would eliminate an inconsistency between standards of 
review applied to threshold and EIS adequacy determinations. Both 
involve agency interpretation of statutory standards and their applica
tion to facts. Yet EIS adequacy long has been subject to non-deferential 
de novo review'49 while negative threshold determinations are gov
erned by the clearly erroneous standard which requires modest 
deference. ISO Since threshold and EIS adequacy determinations are 
functionally the same and both are subject to the statutory directive that 

146 ld. 
147 

148 

Id. 22 Wn. App. at 832, 593 P.2d at 825. 

Id. 22 Wn. App. at 883, 593 P.2d at 826. 

148a But see Pease Hili v. Spokane County. above note 142; West 514, Inc. v. 
Spokane County, above note 117. 

149 § 14.01 [l][b], below. See, e.g., Barrie v. Kitsap County, 93 Wn. 2d 843. 854, 
613 P.2d 1148 (1980). "EIS adequacy is a question of law subject to de novo review." 

150 See, e,g., Norway Hill Preservation & Protection Ass'n v. King County 
Council, above note 112. 

I 
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they be accorded "substantial weight,"'l51 they should be subject to the 
same standard of review. 

[3] Threshold Detennination of the Timeliness of EIS Prepa
ration 

An area of ambiguity is whether timeliness of detailed environmen
tal analysis is a threshold criterion distinct from, and in addition to, the 
significance standard. This issue should be distinguished from two 
others which are closely 

(Text continued on page 13-31) 

151 RCW 43.21 C.090. 

(Rd. 18-J2f1lJ06 l'ub.82760) 
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related, and involve the same policy dilemma. The lirst is whether contem
plated government action is sufficiently definite that its potential environmen
tal significance can be assessed or, in SEPA tenninology, whether there is 
a "proposal." 152 The second is whether, and the extent to which, an EIS may 
be general and conceptual, deferring detailed environmental analysis until 
proposed action is more specific and its impacts are more ascertainable. 153 

The presently raised issue logically and chronologically falls between the 
other two: might a proposal be sufficiently ripe to predict that it will have 
environmentally significant consequences but not definite enough to justify 
undertaking EIS preparation until more is known. In other words, must a 
proposal not only indicate probable significant adverse environmental impacts 
but also be sufficiently amenable to environmental analysis before immediate 
EIS preparation is required? This logical possibillty has been suggested in 
case law '54 and now seems confirmed by the SEPA Rules155 

The policy dilemma involved in this and related timeliness issues is 
extensively addressed but not neatly resolved by case law or the Green Book. 
Early environmental review avoids the alternative evils of wasted planning 
for environmentally unacceptable proposals or environmental harm inflicted 
by projects which gained approval because of their irresistible momentum. 
On the other hand, early environmental review tends to be less cost-effective 
and reliable. 156 The Green Book acknowledges the dilemma and provides 
broad guidelines leaving substantial leeway for agency resolution. 157 

152§ 11.01[4J, supra. 

153 §§ 14.01[6J and [12J. infra. 

154 Compare Loveless v. Yantis, 82 Wn.2d 754, 763-66, 513 P.2d 1023 (1973) 
and Cil)! of Bellevue v. King County Boundary Review Board, 90 Wn.2d 856, 868, 
586 P.2d 470 (1978) with Narrowsview Preservation Ass'n v. City of Tacoma, 84 
Wn.2d 416, 424, 526 P.2d 897 (1974) and Carpenter v. Island County, 89 Wn.2d 
881, 884--86, 577 P.2d 575 (1978). 

155 WAC 197-11-330(2)(b): 

(2) In making a threshold determination, the responsible official should 
detennine whether: 

* * * * * * 
(b) Environmental analysis would be more useful or appropriate in 

the future in which case, the agency shall commit to timely, subsequent 
environmental review, consistent with WAC 197·11-055 through 197-11-
070 and Part Six. 

156 This dilemma is discussed more extensively in §§ 11.01[2] and [4J, supra. 

157 WAC 197-11-055(1), (2), (2)(a)(i-ii): 

(Rd.lS-12l03 Pub.82760) 
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The timeliness prerequisite merely defers required ElS preparation. When 
a proposal is determined to be significant but not amenable to immediate EIS 
preparation, the agency must "comntit to timely, subsequent environmental 
review" " 158 

[4]-The Threshold Determination Process, In General 

The courts have been steadfast supporters of SEPA's environmental 
enlightenment ntission not only by sympathetically interpreting the threshold 
standard of environmental significance 159 and closely scrutinizing agency 
determinations of nonsignificance 160 but also by insisting upon a credible 
threshold determination process. Although the statute contains no threshold 
process requirements, there was early judicial recognition that SEPA's central 
purposes ntight be defeated by lackadaisical or subversive threshold determi
nations. 161 Thus, the correctness of a threshold determination will not be 

Timing of the SEPA Process. (1) Integrating SEPA and agency 
activities. The SEPA process shall be integrated with agency activities 
at the earliest possible time to ensure that planning and decisions reflect 
environmental values, to avoid delays later in the process, and to seek 
to resolve potential problems. 

(2) Timing of review of proposals. The lead agency shall prepare its 
threshold detennination and environmental impact statement (EIS), if 
required at the earliest possible point in the planning and decisionmaking 
process, when the principal features of a proposal and its environmental 
impacts can be reasonably identified. 

****** 
(i) The fact that proposals may require future agency approvals or 

environmental review shall not preclude current consideration, as long 
as proposed future activities are specific enough to allow some evaluation 
of their probable environmental impacts. 

(ii) Preliminary steps or decisions are sometimes needed before an 
action is sufficiently definite to allow meaningful environmental analysis. 

(b) Agencies shall identify the times at which the environmental review 
shall be conducted either in their procedures or on a case~by-case basis. 
Agencies may also organize environmental review in phases, as specified 
in WAC 197-11·060(5). 

158 WAC 197-11-330(2)(b), supra note 155; WAC 197-11-055(2)(b), supra note 
157. 

159 § 13.01[1], supra. 

160 § 13.01 [4J, supra. 

161 Norway Hill Preservation & Protection Ass'n v. King County Council, 87 Wn.2d 
267,273,552 P.2d 674 (1976); Juanita Bay Valley Community Ass'n v. City of 
Kirkland, 9 Wn.App. 59, 73, 510 P.2d 1140, 1149 (1973). 

(Rel.l.5 ........ 12l03 Pob.82760) 
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reviewed unless it was preceded by consideration of "environmental factors 
. . in a manner sufficient to amount to prima facie compliance with the 

procedural requirements of SEPA." 162 This mandatory preliminary environ
mental analysis serves SEPA's purposes in several ways. An informed 
tbreshold determination is more likely to be correct and more deserving of 
public confidence and respect. 163 A record of the environmental analysis 
supporting an agency's determination of significance (DS) or nonsignificance 

162 Juanita Bay Valley Community Ass'n v. City of Kirkland, supra note 161 
("Moreover, we hold that RCW 43.21C.030(c) necessarily requires the to prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement must be based upon a detenrunation that the proposed 
project is not a major action significantly affecting the quality of the environment. 
A decision by a branch of state government on whether or not to prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement is subject to judicial review, but before a court may 
uphold such a decision, the appropriate governing body must be able to demonstrate 
that environmental factors were considered in a manner sufficient to amount to prima 
facie compliance with the procedural requirements of SEPA"); Hayden v. City of Port 
Townsend, 93 Wn,2d 870, 880, 613 P.2d 1164 (1980); City 0/ Bellevue v. King County 
Boundary Review Board, 90 Wn.2d 856, 867, 587 P.2d 470 (1978); Lassila v. City 
a/Wenatchee, 89 Wn.2d 804, 817, 576 P.2d 54 (1978); Sisley v. San Juan County, 
89 Wn.2d 78, 84, 569 P.2d 712 (1977); Norway Hill Preservation & Protection Ass'n 
v. King County Council, 87 Wn.2d 267,275,552 P.2d 674, 679 (1976) ("The SEPA 
policies of full disclosure and consideration of environmental values require actual 
consideration of environmental factors before a determination of no environmental 
significance can be made."); In re Port 0/ Grays Harbor, 30 Wn.App. 855, 865, 638 
P.2d 633 (1982); Brown v. City o/Tacoma, 30 Wn.App. 762, 763-66, 637 P.2d 1005 
(1981); San Juan County v. Department 0/ Natural Resources, 28 Wn.App. 796, 801, 
626 P.2d 995 (1981); Gardner v. Pierce County Board a/Commissioners, 27 Wn.App. 
241, 245, 617 P.2d 743, 746 (1980) ("the County had an affirmative duty to 
demonstrate its justification for a negative declaration under SEPA."); Newaukum Hill 
Protective Ass'n v. Lewis County, 19 Wn.App. 162, 165-66,574 P.2d 1195 (1978). 

An early NEPA case is Hanly v. Mitchell, 460 F.2d 640 (2d Cir. 1972). 10 Alpine 
Lakes Protection Society v, Department of Natural Resources, 102 Wn.App. 1, 979 
P.2d 929 (1999), amended, on recons" 2000 Wash.App. LEXIS 1620 (2000) the court 
held that the Forest Practices Appeal Board (FPAB) erred by issuing a DNS for a 
watershed analysis performed under WAC Ch. 222-22 because, once the watershed 
analysis has been completed, otherwise nonexempt Class IV Forest Practices become 
categorically exempt. Thus, the court concluded that environmental analysis of 
potential future Class IV Forest Practices must occur at the time of the watershed 
analysis. However, the appellate court held that the trial court erred by ordering EIS 
preparation for the watershed analysis. Instead, the court remanded the watershed 
analysis to the FP AB to determine whether the watershed analysis did, in fact, consider 
the impacts of potential future forest practices. Thus, the court concluded that the 
threshold determination process, but not necessarily the threshold determination of 
nonsignificance, was deficient and accordingly remanded to the FPAB. 

163 See Sisley v. San Juan County, 89 Wn.2d 78, 85-86, 569 P.2d 712 (1977). 

(ReUS-l2103 Pub.82760) 
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(DNS) is essential to meaningful judicial review. 164 Perhaps most important, 
the environmental information and analysis generated in the threshold 
evaluation process becomes the basis for developing a ntitigated determina
tion of nonsignificance (MDNS)'64a and for exercising SEPA substantive 
authority when an EIS is not required. 165 

The threshold process requirements, emphatically but quite conceptually 
established by the courts, have been administratively refined and presently 
occupy several sections of the SEPA Rules. 166 The "responsible official" 167 
of the "lead agency" 168 must consciously make a threshold determination 169 
based upon actual consideration of the proposal's potential environmental 
significance 170 through an "environmental checklist" 171 unless EIS prepara
tion is volunteered or a "planned action" is proposed. l71S Moreover, an 
"action which does not have an environmental impact substantially different 
from an earlier proposed action does not require . . . a new threshold 
determination .... "I71b If after independently reviewing the environmental 
checklist response, 172 the responsible official concludes that the information 

164Id. 89 Wn.2d at 87 n.l. 569 P.2d at 717; Lassila v. City of Wenatchee, 89 Wn.2d 
804, 817, 576 P.2d 54 (1978); Juanita Bay Valley Community Ass'n v. City of 
Kirkland, 9 Wn.App. 59, 74, 510 P.2d 1140 (1973). 

164a See Donwood v. Spokane County, 90 Wn.App. 389. 957 P.2d 775 (1998); Ander
son v. Pierce County, supra note 32. 

165 § 18.01[2], infra. See Brown v. City of Tacoma. 30 Wn.App. 762. 767-68. 637 
P.2d 1005 (1981); Richland Homeowner's Preservation Ass 'n v. Young, 18 Wn.App. 
405,414 n.4, 568 P.2d 818 (1977). 

166 WAC 197-11-310, -315, -330, -335, -340, ·350, -360. ·390. See also WAC 197· 
11-055, -060, -070, -080, -090, -100. 

167 § 10.01[2], supra. 

168 § 10.01[1], supra. 

169 City of Bellevue v. King County Boundary Review Board, 90 Wn.2d 856, 586 
P.2d 470 (1978); Lassila v. City of Wenatchee, 89 Wn.2d 804, 817. 576 P.2d 54 (1978); 
see Downtown Traffic Planning Committee v. Royer, 26 Wn.App. 156, 159-60, 165, 
612 P.2d 430 (1980). 

170 City of Bellevue v. King County Boundary Review Board, supra note 169; Las~ 
sila v. City of Wenatchee, supra note 169; Juanita Bay Valley Community Ass'n v. 
City of Kirkland, supra note 164. 

171 WAC 197-11-315. See Brown v. City of Tacoma, 30 Wn.App. 762, 764-65, 
637 P.2d 1005 (1981); San Juan County v. Department of Natural Resources, 28 
Wn.App. 796, 801, 626 P.2d 995 (198/). 

171a WAC 197-11-315. Thornton Creek Legal Defense Fund v. City of Seattle, 113 
Wn.App. 34, 52 P.3d 522 (2002). 

171b Id.; SEAPC v. Cammack II Orchards, 49 Wn.App. 609, 613, 744 P.2d 1101 
(1987). 

172 WAC 197-11-330(1)(a)(i). Under limited circumstances an agency may proceed 
without important, relevant information. WAC 197~11~080. 

(ReUS-12103 Pub.82760) 
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developed through the checklist is not "reasonably sufficient" to 
evaluate a proposal's environmental impact, additional information 
must be obtained from the applicant, other agencies, or further studies 
by the lead agencyP· At this point the agency may defer its threshold 
determination, if "all or part of the action or its impacts are not 
sufficiently definite to allow environmental analysis and commit to 
timely, subsequent environmental analysis."17' Based upon all relevant 
information and analysis, including any previously prepared environ
mental documents adopted or incorporated by reference,'75 the respon
sible official must determine whether the proposal is reasonably likely 
to have significant adverse environmental impact17• and issue a 
determination of significance (DS)177 or nonsignificance (DNS)P· A 
DNS must satisfy Green Book formal specifications17• and, for certain 
categories of proposals,'SO is subject to requirements of notice, 
circulation, cornrnent,'SOa reconsideration, suspension of action, and 
preemption by another agency with jurisdiction that elects to assume 
lead agency status,'·' issue a DS, and initiate EIS preparation.'·2 The 
lead agency must withdraw and reconsider its DNS where proposal 
modifications or new information suggest likely significant adverse 

17. WAC 197·11·335. See Moss v. City of Bellingham, 109 Wo. App. 6. 31 P.3d 
703 (2001). Compare Brown v. City of Tacoma. 30 Wo. App. 762, 764-65, 637 P.2d 
1005 (1981) with San Juan County v, Depanment of Natural Resources, above note 
171, and Richland Homeowner's Preservation Ass'n v. Young. 18 Wn. App. 405, 568 
P.2d 818 (1977). See Indian Trail Prop. Owner's Assn. v. Spokane, 76 Wo. App. 430. 
886 P.2d 209 (1994). 

17. WAC 197·]]·335(4); § 13.01[3J, above. 

175 WAC 197-11.330(2)(a). 

17. WAC 197·11-330(1)(b) and (4). 

177 WAC 197-11-360; § !3.01[4J[g], be/ow. 

178 WAC 197-11-340; § 13.01[4J[eJ, below. 

17. WAC 197-11-340(1). 

180 WAC 197-11-340(2)(a)(i-iv). 

180a See Detray v. City of Olympia, 121 Wn. App. 777, 90 P.3d 1116 (2004) 
(unpublished part of opinion). 

181 WAC 197-11-340(2)(a)-(I). See King COWlty v. Boundary Review Board, 122 
Wn. 2d 648, 661 n.7, 860 P.2d 1024 (1993); Trout Unlimited v, State Department of 
Fisheries (also known as Nonhwesr Steelhead v. Department of Fishen'es), 78 Wn. 
App. 778, 896 P,2d 1292 (1995) (Department of Fisheries had the option to assume 
lead agency status from City of Seattle but no obligation to do so notwithstanding the 
department's broad statutory mandate to preserve and protect fish life in state waters). 

182 WAC 197-11-948, 

fRei. 19·1211007 Pub.82760) 
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environmental impact or where the DNS was fraudulently obtained. ,a3 

During the threshold determination process an apparently environmen
tally significant proposal may be clarified, modified, or conditioned to 
bring its impacts below the significance threshold resulting in issuance 
of a MDNs,a3. rather than a DS.la4 

Under the SEPA Rules, failure to comment on a DNS, MDNS, or 
DEIS "shall be construed as lack of objection to the environmental 
analysis. ,a .. Thus, failure to comment, where there was an opportunity 
to do so, precludes administrative or judicial challenge of the SEPA 
determination. ,a4b And the scope of an administrative or judicial SEPA 
appeal is limited to the issues raised in comments. '84c 

A DS also must satisfy documentation and circulation require
ments. lSS If, at any time after issuance, a proposal is modified to 
eliminate probable significant impacts, the DS must be replaced by a 
DNS.'S6 

Judicial ambiguity concerning the extent to which the threshold 
determination and supporting reasoning must be formalized in writ
inglS7 has been administratively resolved in favor of several documen
tation requirements. A written environmental checklist must be em-

183 WAC 197-11-340(3)(.)(1-111). Crawford v. City of Shoreline, 2005 WL 519508 
(Wash. App. Div.). 

IS3a See, e.g., Anderson v. Pierce County, above note 32. 

184 WAC 197-11-350; § 13.01 [4J[f], below. 

184. WAC 197-11-545(2). 

184b Spokane Rock Prods., Inc. v. Spokane County Air Pollution Control AUfh., 
PCHB No. 05~I27, Order Granting Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying 
Motion for Reconsideration (Feb. 13.2006). 

la40 Boehm v. City of Vancouver, III Wn. App. 711. 47 P.3d 137 (2002). 

185 WAC 197-11-360(1)-(3). 

la6 WAC 197-11-360(4). 

187 Compare Hayden v. City of Port Townsend, 93 Wn. 2d 870, 881, 613 P.2d 
'1164, 1170 (1980) ("Appellants' contention that the negative threshold determinations 
. . . are required to have been reduced to writing is without merit. It is the 
consideration of the environmental factors, not the format, that is of import.") with In 
re Port of Grays Harbor, 30 Wn. App. 855, 865. 638 P.2d 633, 639 (1982) (dictwn) 
(''The Port attempted to comply with these requirements with a declaration of 
nonsignificance. However, there is no written record that demonstrates that the Port 
actually considered the environmental significance of the project and determined the 
environmental significance of these factors."). 

(ReI. 1'l·t!'2007 Pub.82760) I 
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ployed in the threshold environmental analysis.'·· The lead agency 
must independently review the checklist responses "indicating the 
result of its evaluation in the DS, ... DNS, or ... checklist."'·9 The 
threshold determination must satisfy prescribed documentation re
quirements for a DNS'90 or DS.'9' 

While neither written findings and conclusions nor public hearings 
are required, '92 unless perhaps imposed by agency SEPA proce
dures, 'S3 they frequently are volunteered and tend to enhance public 
and judicial respect for the threshold determination.,s4 

While the courts have insisted upon a conscious,s5 and reasonably 
responsible's. threshold determination process, they have not been 

, •• WAC 197-11-315(a), -960. 

'8S WAC 197-11-330(1)(a)(i). 

'so WAC 197-11-310(4), -340, -970. 

's, WAC 197-11-310(4), -360, -980. 

192 See San Juan County v. Department of Natural Resources, 28 Wn. App. 796, 
801, 626 P.2d 995 (1981). Compare Sisley v. San JuaJ' County, 89 Wn. 2d 78, 85-86, 
569 P.2d 712 (1977). 

'93 WAC 197-11-904, -906. 

'94 See. e.g .. Swift v. Island County, 87 Wn. 2d 349, 552 P.2d 175 (1976); 
Narrowsview Preservation Ass'n v. City of Tacoma, 84 Wn. 2d 416, 526 P,2d 897 
(1974); Richland Homeowner's Preservation Ass'n v. Young, 18 Wn. App. 405, 568 
P.2d 818 (1977); Johnston v. Grays Harbor County Board of Adjustment, 14 Wn. App. 
378.541 P.2d 1232 (1975). 

195 City of Bellevue v. King County Boundary Review Board; Lassila v. City of 
Wenatchee, above note 169. 

196 Compare Hayden v. City of Porr Townsend, above note 187. San Juan County 
v. Department afNatural Resources, above note 192. and Brown v. City a/Tacoma, 
above note 171 with Sisley v. San Juan County, 89 Wn. 2d 78. 85-86, 569 P.2d 712, 
717 (1977) ("[W]e are compelled to comment on the inadequacy of the Board's record. 
It is filled with many assertions, numerous unanswered questions and a paucity of 
information. Unfortunately, the Board's conclusion. supported by a 2~to-l vote, is 
accompanied by no reasoning. explanation or findings of fact, however informal. The 
minutes of the meeting and the so-called transcript of the public hearing add no 
clarification."). See also Pease Hill v. Spokane County, 62 Wn. App. 800. 810, 816 
P.2d 37 (1991) ("A review of the record demonstrates that the Board did a complete 
and thorough review of the project prior to issuing the final MDNS and conditional use 
permit. An environmental checklist was submitted as required by WAC 197-11-
315(2). A DNS was issued March 8, 1988, and mailed to 14 agencies. Comments on 
the DNS were received from several of those agencies and based on those comments 
the zoning adjuster withdrew the DNS on April 14. 1988. Mr. Loshbaugh. responding 
to the environmental concerns which had been raised, and the Spokane Planning 
Department. pursuant to WAC 197~11-335, sought additional information from 

(ReI. 19-1212007 Pub.82760) 
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ritualistic. Impeccable procedural regularity will not save a threshold 
determination, which flies in the face of the preponderance of expert 
opinion.'97 Conversely, threshold processes with judicially-conceded 
shortcomings have been held sufficient to support intuitively sensible 
threshold determinations.'" 

Under LUPA, procedural errors do not merit invalidation of chal
lenged actions if they are "harmless,", .. a and petitioners have the 
burden of demonstrating that unlawful procedures were prejudicial and 
not harmless.'.8. However, lack of a credible threshold process 
precludes judicial review of the threshold determination until the lead 
agency has proceeded properly on remand.'" 

A 1994 SEPA amendment'''· authorized and directed the Depart
ment of Ecology to integrate SEPA and model Toxics Control Act 
remedial processes. SEPA Rules, , ••• adopted in 1995, explain in detail 
how this integration of processes, including the SEPA threshold 
determination process, may occur. 

Several 1995 SEPA amendments and a 2003 amendment,··e call for 
the integration of SEPA and local Growth Management Act implemen
tation processes.'''· SEPA Rules reflecting these statutory amendments 

various agencies. Significantly, no agency recommended an EOS be required. On July 
21, 1988, an MDNS was issued pursuant to WAC 197-11-350. It set forth JO 
mitigating measures."), 

197 Swift v. IsLand County, above note 194. 

'.8 See Hayden v. City of Port Townsend, 93 Wn. 2d 870, 880, 613 P.2d ll64 
(1980): Moss v. City of Bellingham. 109 Wo. App. 6, 31 P.3d 703 (2001): San Juan 
County v, Depanment of Natural Resources, above note 192; Brown v. City afTacoma, 
above note 171. 

"8a RCW 36.7OC.130(1 )(a). ,.8. See Thornton Creek Legal Defense Fund v. City of Seattle, 113 Wn. App. 34. 
52 P.3d 522 (2002): Moss v. City of Bellingham, above note 198. 

199 E.g., Alpine Lakes Protection Society v. Department of Natural Resources. 102 
Wn. App. l. 979 P.2d 929 (1999), amended, on recons" 2000 Wash. App. LEXIS 1620 
(2000), discussed above in note 162; City of Bellevue v. King County Boundary Review 
Board, above note 169; Lassila v. City of Wenatchee, above note 169; Downtown 
Traffic Planning Committee v. Royer, above note 169; Johnston v. Grays Harbor 
County Board of Adjustment, above note 194. 

,,,. RCW 43.2IC.036. 

199. WAC 197-11-250-268. 

19ge RCW 43.2IC.031. .110, .240: 2003 Wash. Laws Ch. 298, § 2. 

199d See Moss v, City of Bellingham. above note 198. 

(Re!. 19-11'2007 puh.82760) I 



13-39 THRESHOLD DETERMINATION § 13.01[4][a] 

were adopted in I 997.'9ge 

[a] Timing of the Threshold Determination 

To ensure that agency decisions reflect relevant environmental 
values and information, threshold environmental analysis must be 
integrated with planning and decision-making processes as early as 
possible.2°O The threshold determination must be made "as close as 
possible to the time an agency has developed or is presented with a 
proposal. "20, Case law202 and the Green Book20' provide extensive 
conceptual guidance as to when contemplated agency action is 
sufficiently definite to constitute a "proposal." The SEPA Rules are 
more specific on the proper timing of threshold environmental review 
of applications for regulatory action and proposed rule making. For 
nonexempt applications, threshold review must begin no later than 
when an application is complete. 204 Normally a final threshold deter
mination must "precede or accompany the final staff recommendation, 
if any, in a quasi-judicial proceeding on an application."205 For 
rulemaking, normally, the thresbold determination must precede formal 

19ge WAC 197-11-158. -210 through -232. 

200 WAC 197-11-055(1). 

201 WAC 197-11-310(2). 

202 Compare Loveless v. Yalllis, 82 Wo. 2d 754, 763-66, 513 P.2d 1023 (1973) 
and City of Bellevue v. King County Boundary Review Board. 90 Wo, 2d 856, 869, 586 
P.2d 470 (1978) with Narrowsview Preservation Ass'n v. City a/Tacoma. 84 Wn. 2d 
416,424,526 P,2d 897 (1974) and Carpenter v. Island County, 89 Wo. 2d 881, 
884-86, 577 P.2d 575 (1978). 

203 WAC 197-ll-055(2): 

(2) TimIng of review of proposals. The lead >geney shall prepare its threshold 
determination and environmental impact statement (EIS), if required. at the earliest 
possible point in the planning and decisionmaking process, when the principal features 
of a proposal and its environmental impacts can be reasonably identified. 

(a) A proposal exists when an agency is presented with an application or has a goal 
and is actively preparing to make a decision on one or more alternative means of 
accomplishing that goal and the environmental effects can be meaningfully evaluated. 

(i) The fact that proposals may require future agency approvals or environmental 
review shall not preclude current consideration. as long as proposed future activities 
are specific enough to allow some evaluation of their probable environmental impacts. 

(i1) Preliminary steps or decisions are sometimes needed before an action is 
sufficiently definite to anow meaningful environmental analysis. 

See §§ 11.01[4] and 13.01[3], above. 

204 WAC 197-11-055(3)(a). 

205 Id. 

(ReI. 19-12/2007 Pub.82760j 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 

IRON MOUNTAIN QUARRY, LLC, a 
9 Washington Limited Liability Company, and 

POPE RESOURCES, a Delaware Limited 
10 Partnership; 

11 PetitionerslP1aintiffs, 

12 vs. 

13 JEFFERSON COUNTY, a Washington 
Municipal Corporation, acting through its 

14 Department of Community Development; and 
STACIE 1. HOSKINS, Planning Manager, 

15 Jefferson County Department of Community 
Development; 

Respondents/Defendants. 

) 
) 
) No. 10-2-00181-5 
) 
) 
) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

16 

17 
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19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

------------------------) 

The undersigned declares as follows: 

That I am over the age of 18 years, not a party to this action, and competent to be a 

witness herein; 

As a legal assistant in the office of GordonDerr, LLP, on August 13,2010, I caused 

true and correct copies of the following documents to be delivered to the parties hereto in the 

manner set forth below. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
GordonDerr" 
2025 First Avenue, Suite 500 
Seattle, WA 98121-3140 
(206) 382-9540 
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1. 
2. 

Petitioner's Opening Brief; and 
Certificate of Service. 

Kenneth W. Harper 
Quinn N. Plant 
MENKE JACKSON BEYER EHLlS & HARPER, LLP 
807 North 39th Avenue 
Yakima, WA 98902 
kharper@mjbe.com 
qplant@mjbe.com 
kathy@mjbe.com 

Judge's Copies: 
Judge Anna M. Laurie, Pre-Assigned Judge 
KITSAP COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT 
614 Division Street 

[xl Email 
[xl Via Facsimile (509) 575-0351 
[xl Via U.S. Mail 

[xl Via Legal Messenger 

10 Port Orchard, W A 98366 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I certifY under penalty ofpetjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

EXECUTED at Seattle, Washington August 13,2010. 

JeSCaRoper 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 2 

6ordonDen, 
2025 First Avenue, Suite 500 
Seattle, WA 98121-3140 
(206) 382-9540 


